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President of the Hawaiian Sligar Planters' Association lU02-3.
The officers of the association for the current year are":"'"
H. A. Isenberg, president; J. B. Atherton, vice-president; \V.
O. Smith, secretary and treasurer; Geo. H. Robertson, audi-
tor; H. P. Baldwin, F. A. Schaefer, F. M. Swanzy, \V. G.
Irwin and B. F. Dillingham, directors.
This numbe'!.' is given up exclusively to the reports read at
the annual meeting of the Hawaiian Sugar Planters' Associa,
tion, which was held in this city November 17 and 18. Vice-
President H. A. Isenberg presided, in the absence of Presi-
dent 'V. G. Irwin. The reports are pl'inted in full in this
issue, excepting that of Mr. Eckart, on the "'Vork of the Ex-
periment Station," covel'ing one hundred pages, which was
issued by him prior to the annual meeting. Copies of hi"
report can be obtained from him, at the experiment station.
r
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This year's convention of Hawaiian planters was probably
the largest that has been held, and the numerous l'eports
pl'esented have been more full and interesting in details thau
any heretofore made. Hawaii now occupies a very prominent
position in the world's sugar industry, and the progress made
here is keenly watched b;y those engaged in it abroad.
One cannot peruse the very interesting reports and replie~
given in this volume, without becoming convinced by tlH~
efforts made in each sugar mill to produce the best quality
and largest quantity of sugar that it is possible to seCUl't\
under the various conditions in which they have been made.
It is not claiming too much to say that ~Ul' planters stand
in the front rank of operators in this industry which is doing
so much to promote the health and comfort of the human
race. The time may not be far distant when the whole pro-
cess of producing sugar-from the mill to the refinery will
be done under one roof, and by methods as yet not yet fully
developed.
Referring to the New York market, Czarnkow's report says:
The supplies of cane sugars will be light until the middle
of January, when considerable receipts of the Cuban and other
.'Vest India crops may be expected. In these circumstances,
we should have hardening priees for raws for at least tllP
balance of the year. The favorable influences may, however,
be counteracted by the demoralized condition, which has been
brought about in the refined market through this week's cut·
ting of prices. These cuts have more than swept away all
margin of profit in refining and, so far from eausing increased
buying by the trade, have checked demand. through arousing
a fear that further cuts are imminent. As anv check in the
demand for refined must affect meltings. the' result of the
demoralized state of the refined market is, for the tillle being,
unfavorable to raws. .
TWENTY-SECOND ANNUAL MEETiNG OF THE HAWAl-
IAN SUGAR PLA.NTEl~~!/A.BSOOIATION.
The annual meeting of this ,~'ssociation was held on Mon-
day and 'ruesday, the 17th ind 18th instunt in the Castle
& Cooke Hall on King street. 'rhe attendance was large,
tllere being representatives from each island of the group.
In the absence of the president, 'V. G. Irwin, Mr. H. A.
Isenberg, vice president, opened the session with the follow-
ing address:
"To 'l'HE MEMBERS 01.' 'l'HE HAWAllAN SUGAR PLANTERS'
ASSOClA'l'ION.
"GEN'l'LEMEN:-In welcoming you to tIle twenty-second
annual meeting of our Association, I express my regrets at
the absence of the President, Mr-. 'Vm. G. Irwin.
"The past year has been one of unusual anxiety and de-
pression on account of the low price of sugar, but it seems
to me tIlat the WOI'St has been overcome and with an im-
proving sugar market tIle general aspect fOI' the futm'e can
confidently be said to be a br-ight one.
"The world's production of sugar has so gr-eatly increased
that the governments of the var-ious sugar-growing countries
in Europe have come to an understanding, by the Brussels
Convention, in or-del' to l'estr-ict the over--produdioll of sugaJ'
beets and to abolish all export bounties on refined sugal'.
This convention will go into etIed on September 1st next
year, and it is expected that the same will be of decided
benefit to all sugar producers on account of the anticipated
rise in the pl'ice of sugar.
"'Vith the increased production of sugar, competition has
become so keen as to show more plainly the necessity of
vigilance and the application of the best scientific knowledge
in the manufactllre of sug'ar. Had it not been for tIle im-
provements made in past years on our pla.ntations I believe
it would ha.ve been impossible for most of them to bear the
unprecedented depression in pl'ices whieh have l'ecently pre-
vailed.
"In considering the future of our sugar industry the two
most important subjeds, in my estimation are, first, meehani-
cal and engineering features. by which economies in the cost:
of produetion can be made. and, second. the subject of labor,
which principaJJy has o('('upied the timp of your trustees in
the many meetinds held dul'ing niP past ypar, and. I supposp
wiJJ also again be tllP foremost Huhjed of consideration dur-
ing this meeting,
"It is of the utmost importanl'(> that those who are carry-
ing on the sugar indnHtry of these Islands shonld confer' to-
gether with a vipw of scpldng to solve the differences whidl
confront them. It is to he pxpeeted that mpn of thoughtful-
ness and of strong tODvidioDs will ditTer in matters of detail
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At the annual meeting held in November, 1901, the follow-
ing named gentlemen were elected Trustees of the Hawaiian
Suga.r Planters' Association for the year:
J. B. Atherton, F. A. Sehaefer, H. P. Baldwin, 'V. G. Irwin,
F. M. Swanzy, G. H. Robertson, H. A. Isenberg, B. F. Dilling-
ham and '\T. O. Smith.
The Trustees so elected organized and dIOse the following
named officers:
President ;\V. G. Irwin.
Vice-President H. A. Isenberg.
Secretary and 'rreasurer \V. O. Smith.
Auditor n. n. Robertson.
Forty meetings of the 'rrustecs have been held during thp
year, besides many conferences.
The Committee on Labor, consisting of \V. 1\1. Gitfard, .J. P.
Cooke, and 'V. Pfotenhalwr have been most diligent durin;.!;
the year, and IJave J'endered valuable serd(·e.
The principal matters receiving attention of the Trustees
have been those relating to labor, adjustllwnt to the new con-
ditions resulting from the extension of Federal laws, proposed
tariff changes, dealing with insect pests and blights and
kindred subjects. -
A joint meeting of the Trustees and delegates from tIle
various plantations was held in March. A similar meeting
was planned for June, hut was postponed to meet in con·
junction with the annual meeting of the association.
SECRETARY'S ANNUAL REPORT.
and even in matters of policy, but at the same time the~e
men will not forget the proverb: "In Union There Is
Strength;" also that under the prevailing circumstances co-
operation is essential and absolutely necessary.
"Your trustees have had several interviews and also social
intercom'se with the members of the Senatol'ial Commission
which visited these Islands on a tour of investigation. A
memorial was read and presented to the Commission, setting
forth the complete change in conditions since annexation
took pla.ce and the needs of the Hawaiian Planters to meet
these changes; also strongly urging some special legislatioll
by Congress for restricted immigration of Chinese Agricul-
tural laborers. It is to be hoped that this memorial will have
the desired result, which would not only benefit those directly
interested in sugar, but, in consequence, would have a good
effect on the prosperity and welfare of the entire Territory.
"In conclusion, I beg to say tha.t reports of committees on
various subjects will be submitted for your consideration as
usual, and I bope that the expression of your views will lead
to harmonious understanding and will be of lasting benefit."
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These joint meetings tend to establish a better understand-
ing among the planters'and a more uniform grading of wages
for the different classes of work on the plantations. .
CRops.-The crops harvested for the year ending Septem-
ber 30, 1902, have yielded well considering the great damage
done by the drought of last year. The total output was
355,611 tons, being about 4,500 tons less than for the previous
year. A tabulated statement of yields on the several planta-
tions is presented herewith.
EXPERIMEN'l' S'l'A'l'ION.-This Station has been operated
during the year, and has maintained its high standard of use-
fulness.
In November, 1901, Prof. C. F. Eckart succeeded Mr. Blouin
as Director of the Station, and the work at the station has
been efficiently and satisfactorily conducted.
Members of the Association and Delegates will be interested
in visiting and inspecting the gardens and operations.
Prof. R. L. C. Perkins has, in the absence of Prof. Koebele,
rendered valuable service in the line of scientific research, and
guarding against the introduction of pernicious pests and
blights.
PI,AN'l'ERS' MONTHLY.-The publication of this magazine has
been maintained, and, under the editorship of Hon. H. M.
'Whitney, has from time to time presented original articles,
and extracts from other journals, of an instructive character.
It is much to be desired that contributions be furnished by
planters, giving ther'esults of their work and experienes in
various brunches of their work. In seeking to attain the best
results much may be learned from the experience and experi-
ments of others.
'With incr~ased production of sugar, in the various sugar
producing countries, and greater competition, it is imperative
that the closest attention be given to economy in ev~ry detail
of production and manufacture.
'With the great val'iety of locality, climate and conditions
which exist in the various parts of these Islands where sugar
is prodnced, statements of results with ditferent varieties of
cane, methods of cultivation, fertilization, transportation and
manufadure are instructive and profitable.
With all the problems that confront the planters, and blX
their time and strength it is not a light task to prepare papers
for publication; but such articles written by practical men
are of the highest value.
In competing with other sugar producing countries, and the
low prices of sugar which prevail, it is of the first importance
that the best results be obtained.
In striving for this end and the value of the knowledge of
the experiences and work of others is inestimable. The re-
ports of committees are important, but in addition to these
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REPORT OF COMMI'l'TEE ON CULTIVATION.
To THE PRESIDEN'l' A"D MI~~lBlmS OF THE HAWAllAN SUGAR
PLA~TERS' ASSOCINl'ION.GENTLE~IEN :-1\s with all other branches of our sugar in-
dustry in Hawaii the cultivation of cane has undergone many
changes. New varieties of cane have been introduced and
experimented with on every Island; the treatment of soils by
scientific and practical experiments; the adoption of modern
implements in our fields for 'plowing and cultivating; and the
co-operation of planters through yonI' assoeiation and experi-
ment station have all been important factors in the develop-
ment of cane growing in these Islands.
BREAKING AND PLOWING.-The methods of breaking-up or
tilling the soil for seed-bed are varied, depending on 10ca1it~·
and depth of soil. On Oahu, Maui and Kauai steam-plowH
are chiefly used, but only a f(~w sets on Hawaii, as that island
has only a limited area of land adapted for steam plowing.
The capaeity of steam-plows ranges from 10 to 15-acres ppr
day plowing a depth of 1 to 2 feet according to requirements.
In distridR with light soils where animals are used for plow-
..
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papers contributed to the Planters' Monthly, even if brief,
al'e very much to be desired.
VISIT OF SENATEl COMMI'l"l'EEl.-Durillg the l'ecent visit of
the Committee from the United States Senate the Trustees
of the Association presented pa.pers and statements upon
various subjects relating to the sugar interests, and the
general agricultural industries of the Islands.
Statistics and data as to average cost of producing sugar,
production pel' acre, cost of transpol'tation, and upon kindred
subjects were furnished, and corrections were made of mis-
statements and. incorrect information which had been given.
REPRESElN'l'A'l'rVEl A'l' \VASHING'l'ON.-\Villiam Haywood, Esq.,
has continued as representative of the Association at "Wash-
ington, and has rendered good service. His visit to Honolulu
on the occasion of the meeting here of the Senate Committee
was opportune.
CONcLusION.-In union is strength, and at no time in tlH~
histOl'y of the sugar industr.y of these Islands has it been
more important that there be interchange of views and co-
operation.
The interests of these Islands-industrial, political and so-
cial, depend so largely upon the sngar industry, and the
character and attitude of the sugar planters, the issues in-
volved will doubtless be met in the same broad and dignified
spirit which has heretofore characterized the deliberations
of this Association.
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ing the old style of hand-plow is fast being replaced by the
latest design of "Sulky" and "Disc" plows. In the Hilo dis-
trict most of the round plowing was formerly done by light
wheel walking plows drawn by 3 animals, cutting a furrow
of from 12 to 16 inches about 9 inches deep, and plowing about
1~ acre a day. The "Disc" plow has now become the favorite,
and a number of planters use its exclusively, claiming better
results from the more complete pulverizing of the soil, and
especially from its adaptability to throw any extra depth of
furrow or subsoil directly on the surface with increase of ex·
posure to atmospheric influences. Sevel'al designs of harrow
al'e now in use for the tilth of our soils before furrowing, but
the Spike or :Brag Harrow is more generally used than any
other.
FUItROWlNG.-The land is furrowed on an average about 5
feet apart, and depth of furrow depends on amount of surface
soil or vegetable mould. Some furrow-plows are entirely too
heavy and clumsy, and could be greatly reduced and improved.
The handles of the ordinary furrow-plow are too high and too
short. A change in a furrow-plow came under our notice
this year that had been reduced in weight 190 lbs., the han-
dles made longer, and, instead of fastening them on end of
beam, were lowered by placing them in the body of the plow,
and so giving to the operator more pm'chase over the plow.
T4ere is just as much economy in saving manual labor and
mule-power in the fields as steam in the mill.
. Various implements are in use to loosen up the seed-bed
after the furrow-plow, viz :-Sub-soiler, small-plow, small-
harrow, or cultivator. The Hilo Sugar Co. use 2 sections of a
stubble-digger to revolve in the bottom of the furrow, fitted
on a small frame with handles, and drawn by 1 animal, the
implement stirring up the bottom of furrow to a depth of 6
inches. At Onomea there is another device for this work:
2 small subsoiler discs of about 14 inches diameter are attach-
ed face inwards to :l slllall subsoiler and drawn after the fur-
row-plows, thereby widening the furrow and leaving an ex-
cellent bed for seed-cane.
PLAN'l'ING.-The general method of planting is to place the
seed in the furrow by hand, butt to butt, and covered to a
depth of frolll 2 to B inches. Many amusing notions still
hold sway in the planting season. Some pl'efer top of seed
left uncovered to keep the seed alive; others demand the seed-
planted whichever way the wind mostly blows. In Hamakua
this year a Japanese company threw up a co-operative con-
tract on the ground that the seed was not planted so that it
would grow the prevailing way of the wind. Suffice it to say
that the young plant from this doomed seed is·as far advanced
today as the plant from seed of supposedly more favored con·
ditione.
..
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·V.ARIETIES· OF O.ANE.-vVhere plenty of water could be ob-
tained, or the rainfall is abundant, the "Lahaina" variety of
cane has proved the best; but in districts where droughts
have been prevalent the "Rose Bamboo" variety has thus far
stood the test. There is another variety named "Yellow
Oaledonia" that is now being- spread extensively over the
Islands to take the place of the other varieties-especially the
"Lahaina" that in recent years has become deteriorated in
older lands. From this variety, "Yellow Caledonia," some
of the older plantations in the Hilo district are yielding from
(j to 7 tons of sugar per acre from old lands whereon it had
become impossible to gI'OW the Lahaina variety. Also on
Naalehu "Yellow Oaledonia" has been grown .by Mr. Hewitt
for several years, and has been proved a good cane for dry
districts. Again, on Paauhau, a 40-acres section of Yellow
Caledonia stood throug'hout the Hamakua drought of last
year with scarcely a stick damaged, while at least two-thirds
of the Rose Bamboo alongside died out. Both varieties were
of the same age and had exactly the same treatment in every
respect. Several other varieties al'e being planted and ex-
pel'imented with; but with the exception of the "Whitney"
or Yellow Bamboo on Pahala (Kau),-which has been the
standard cane on that plantation for many years-as also a
White Bamboo grown on the same plantation, we know of
no other varieties that are past the experimental stage.
The question of cultivation by animals between the cane
rows is still much discussed. We firmly believe that wherever
it is 'practicable cultivation between the rows should be done
with cultivatol's drawn by mule power. A man and a mule
with a cultivator or small plow can perform as much work as
lO-men with hoes. It seems, therefore, fair to assume that
this matter of detail should have careful attention, and
especially at a time like the present when labor is very scarce,
and the market for sugar ruling low. On nearly all un-irri-
gated plantations the land is freely stirred up and weeds con-
trolled between the young cane rows; by mule power the ex-
ceptions are on those plantations where stony ridges and
other conditions make it unpracticable to place animals in
the young crop. Some planters still contend that using small
plows in young plant is detrimental because they cut off too
many young roots. But in rainy districts, where cultivation
with small plows has been adopted for many years, it is now
generally conceded that mule cultivation is most beneficial to
young cane in that it thoroughly loosens up the soil for the
cane roots to spI'ead in, and improves the condition of the
soil by frequent exposure to sun and atmosphere. A small
plow of about 8 inches cut, and drawn by one animal, is con-
sidered the best size for cliltivation in young cane.
In addition to the ordinary cultivator and V shaped harrow
there is the "Horner" cultivator, now much in use, and 'espe-
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cially in the Hilo district where weeds grow in the night.
The principle of this cultivator is .different to that of the
ordinary implements. According to the quantity of weeds
to be handled it drags them into piles about 20 or 30 feet
apart thereby concentrating the weeds over a much smaller
area than it left scattered over the entire row as happens with
the ordinary cultivator. We might make mention of another
labor saving implement, and for the purpose of this report
we will call it the "Hiller." This is a device for throwing earth
.to the young cane. It is shaped like a snow-plow, and makes
an excellent finish to a field of young cane when the growth
is such as to about cover the rows. Mr. Albert· Horner, (Ku-
kaiau), has been experimenting this year with a new imple-
ment for hilling rattoons. It consists of two 16-inch discs
placed on either side of a goose-necked beam, and with a sub-
soiler attached behind to .loosen the narrow rim left by the
discs in centI'e of row. The implement is drawn by 3 animals,
and operated by one-man. This season Mr. Horner has hilled
up all his rattoons with this implements, and we can certify
that it makes far superior work to the ordinary method with
hand-plow and harrow. The soil is thrown up to the cane in
a finely pulverized condition; and also there is a saving of
labor in that one turn of the implement in each row com-
pletes the operation.
STRIPPING.-The removing of dead leaves from the cane,
generally called "stripping," is a process in our cultivation
that is very essential in some sections of the Islands; and we
think necessary in more or less degree in all districts for the
proper development of a cane crop. Where the crop is not
exposed to drought for a long period the best results are
usually obtained from cane stripped some months prior to
harvesting. Stripping also reduces the amount of destruc-
tion caused by borers, rats, and other pests; lessens the cost
of cutting, and allows of sending cane to the mill free from a
coating of dry leaves, the which is very much against good
extraction. But with all our advancement in cultivation, we
yet think that our present system might be improved. In
recent years the scientific methods adopted in our processeB
of manufacture and fertilization have afforded keen interest
and competition among all concerned, and to those methods
chiefly, and tbeirnatural incentives, we largely attribute the
high standard of Hawaii's sugar industry at this day.
The cultivation of crops directly calls for a large percentage
of expenditurl'l; and in view of the many difficulties to hinder
planters from making observations abroad we wonld snggest
for your consideration the securing of a competent man to
collect data from the various plantations, and have same
published in some form that would be of general benefit to
all engaged in the production of sugar. In suchwise we
would obtain much information regarding the different modes
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J AS. GIBB, Chairman.
REPORT ON MANUFACTURE.
of cultivation, new varieties of seed cane, new implements,
the results of various experiments, and other matter' that
would be of great value to each and all interested in the
'Sugar industry of these Islands.
Respectfully submitted,
..
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HONOLULU, NOVEMBER 17TH, 1902.
MR. WM. G. IRWIN, PRESIDENT HAWAIIAN SUGAR ASSOCIATION.
Sm.-In order to obtain information on the processes' in
use in sugar mills, your Committee on Manufacture sent to
each of the 55 managers of mills and plantations, a list of
questions intended to bring out facts as to changes in methods
made during the past year that have resulted in increased
quantity and better quality of sugar, reduced cost of manu-
facture and decreased losses in the waste products.
We hoped to make up a table showing the results of the
different process in use but the amount of information at
hand is not sufficient for the purpose.
Replies have been received from 12 of the 55 managers and
an abstract of their answers has been prepared to accompany
their report.
Chemical control in mills is the exception rather than the
rule and for that and other reasons, some managers have no
dO,ubt felt that they could not contribute exact information.
They would not write what might be inaccurate and mis-
leading.
Other managers have attached too much importance to the
fact that the mills under their charge are not "Modern Mills,"
forgetting that although some of the so-called "Modern Mills"
are of greater capaeity, have crystallizers instead of coolers
and water driven centrifugals instead .of belt driven, they
differ in no material respect from the good mills of earlier
date, managed and worked by progressive men.
The results of the work in the smaller mills,-could exact
figures be obtained,-would be found to be highly creditable
to the efficiency of the machinery and to the men in charge.
Your committee find that a. majority of the managers are
in favor of the adoption of uniform methods of laborator,v
work.
A letter from MI'. J. N. R. "Williams on this point is aHaC'lled
to this report.
We understand that a numbeJ' of the chemists employed in
the Territory have formed an Association. '\Ve would sug'-
gest tlwt in carrying out the plan outlined in MI'. '\Villiams'
letter, the chemists be asked to consider the matter and to
propose the rules for uniform pradice. 'Mpn who are familial'
with manufacturing in other places and with the economies
15.0;6 value $3,350,000.00
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necessary where there is close competition, are struck with
the fact that we are far behind other manufacturers in the
utilization of waste 01' by-products. ,
No other industry could stand the loss of 15 per cent of the
raw product in the process of manufacture.
Our waste or by-products are the bagasse, scum press cake
containing fibre and sugar, refuse molasses containing sugar
in large quantities and probably other useful substances, and
the ashes containing potash.
It is probable that the loss of sucrose in all the mills in
the Territory will average 15 per cent of all the sucrose in
the cane.
In producing a crop of 400,000 tons of marketable sugar of
an average polarization of 96 per cent, approximately 65,000
tons of sugar are lost in the bagasse, scum press mud, mo-
lasses and undetermined losses. 65,000 tons of sugar at $50
pel' ton net worth the enormous sum of $3,350,000.00.
In bagasse, estimated 6.5;6 value $1,451,666.66
In press cake, estimated 1.0~ value 223,333.33
In molasses, estimated 5.0)6 value 1,116,666.66
In undetermined, estimated 2.5% value 558,333.33
It may be argued that the bagasse is not a waste and that
it is necessary for fuel to develop power for grinding and for
steam for boiling. The sugar lost in the bagasse alone, how-
ever, as shown above, amounts to $1,451,666.66 01' the price
of 181,458 tons of coal at $8.00 per ton.
It has been proved that slow grinding and high dilution
will add materially to the amount of sugar extmcted from the
cane by the mills and that by the use of machinery of good
design and proper size worked continuously and to its full
capacity, very thin juices may be taken care of without ex-
pense for extra fuel. .
It may be found that a large part of the sugar lost in the
bagasse can be saved by extremely high dilution as in some
of the mills of the Colonial Sugar Refining Co. with a slight
additional expense for other fuel.
The loss of sucrose in the molasses may be partly offset by
its use as fuel but it is probable that other more profitable
ways will be found and adopted.
Undetermined losses are probably exaggerated but they are
so 'stated in all mill reports and cannot be ignored.
'l'here are no doubt errOl'S in weighing l'ane and measuring
juices that account for some of the undetermined losses. .
...
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We would suggest that the utilization of waste molasses
be made a subject for special investigation by a committee
to report at the next annual meeting.
Respectfully submitted,
.VVM. W. GOODALE, Chah'man;
F. B. MCSTOCKER,
E. K. BULL,
JAS. RENTON,
C. C. KENNEDY,
Committee on Manufacture.
1st. Changes in setting and speed of mills, if any, and im-
provement in extraction resulting from such changes.
We did not make any changes in setting and speed of mills,
but intend to do so next session. The large crop we ground
wore off our rollers pretty badly, and a poor extraction at the
end of the season was the result. (Oahu Sugar Co.)
Last mill run slower than first two mills, thus giving a
lleavier feed to the last mill, maceration behind second mill
being increased at same time. (Kahuku Plantation.)
Set closer, and make better work; no clmngt> in speed of
mills. (Paauhau Sugar Plantation Co.)
No change. Thin, quick feed is the best. CWaiak(>a .Mill
Co.)
We use different speeds for different canes. Speed of mills
may be too fast or too slow for perfect extraction and should
r,
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PUUNENE, MAUl, OC'£OBER 27'£H, 1902.
HON. H. P. BALDWIN,
General Manager Hawaiian Commercial & Sugar Co.,
Puunene, MauL
DEAR Sm:-In replying to the 11th question on the cir-
culal' from the "Committee on ManUfacture," I would say
that a uniform system of chemical control and statement of
results from our sugar houses is most desirable.
It is to be feared that individual rivalry has caused the
natural demand for high results to be met in a way that does
not conduce to further pl'ogress in certain branches of sugar
manufacture, and I think it is certain that a well thought out
system of sugar house control backed by a uniform method
of arriving at results would in a short time produce hand-
~ome returns for the time and trouble expended.
I would take the liberty of suggesting that a special rp--
search committee be appointed for the purpose of looking
into and l'eporting upon this matter; and since all practical
branches of the business are interested, let the managel's,
engineers, sugar boilers and chemists be represented in the
committee, say one from each branch.
Yom's very truly,
be controlled according to circumstances. (Makee Sugar Co.)
Surface speed of rolls-1st mill 16.2 ft. per min. 2nd~mill
17 ft. per min. 3rd mill 18.7 ft. per min. Mill setting, 1st
milll'olls open 1 in. and 3-16 in.; 2nd mill 3-8 in. and 1-32 in.;
3rd mill 1-4 in. and metal to metal. (McBryde Sugar Co.)
During the first four months of the grinding season of 1902,
with running third set of rolls an average of 25 ft. per min-
ute, and with a dilution by maceration of 13:1%, the average
extradion obtained was 92.55%
During the last foul' months of the season, using two nine-
roller mills, the third sets of which were running an' average
of 18 feet per minute, and with a dilution by maceration of
32)6, the average extraction obtained was 95.34%.
The highest extraction recorded here was with a speed of
15.57 feet pel' minute and a dilution of 50)6. Extraction was
96.5)6.
The difference between the extraction in the first two in-
stan.ces is 2.79ji'. Of this gain about one-half is due to the
reduction in speed; the remainder to a heavy maceration and
the method of applying it. .
From daily statistics of speed and extraction extending
over foul' months at the new Ewa mill, of which tests the
above is a summary, it was conclusively proven that the clo':)-
est setting and the slowest running mills give the best re-
sults. (Ewa Plantation Co.)
'l'he Makaweli mill being- the diffusion process, no ques-
tions relating purely to milling can be answel'ed here. (Malm-
'yeli Plantation Co.)
During- the first half of the grinding season' the mills wert
run at high speed and owing to insutlkient capacity of quad-
l'uple effect -a very small quantity of water could be used for
dilution.
Average cxtradion 90.46ji', dilution 7.1;-1,.
During: the latter half of the season the mills were run at
low speed, and more wuter used for dilution.
i\.wrage extraction 93.921, dil ution 20.4;{.
Highest reported extraction 95.ft%, with :W.5;{ dilution. (Wai-
:lIlIa Agril'ultmal Co., Ltd.)
2nd. Improved methods of maceration and gain in extrac-
tion thereby.
The last month we installed a set of sprays in the macera-
tion pipe, throwing the water at an angle of about 45° with
the horizontal in the partly extracted cane, admixing much
better with it and giving the same extraction with about two-
thirds of the' former amount of maceration water. (Oahu
Rugal' Co.)
The mmal method has heen followed, i. P., spraying water on
trash after 1st and 2nd mills. (Olaa Sugar Co.)
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By use of a spray cock, patented in Holland on the principal
of Iln atomizer. Better work with same quantity of water.
(Waiakea Mill Co.)
Weare arranging to macerate with water only between
2nd and 3rd mills, and return the results of 3rd mill to the
crushed canes before passing' through the 2nd mill, believing
the practice to be supported by good theory as well as prac-
tical results where properly tried. (Makee Sugar Co.)
Maceration after first mill with h()t and very dilute milk
of lime, strength of which varies according to quality of juice.
After s'econd mill hot water as usual. Average extraction
January-May, 1901, 93.76%. Improvement is not in extraction
but in other directions. (McBryde Sugar Co.)
In the matter of maceration the main improvement at this
place has been made by increasing the volume of water of
maceration, and by applying it all between the 2nd and 3rd
sets of rollers, and pumping back the very dilute juice ex-
tracted by the third mill for macerating trash between the 1st
and 2nd mills. It has been found by Mr. C. J. Penny. Chem-
ist of Ewa Mill, that with approximately 32% dilution the gain
by the above method in extraction over any other method is
one half of one per cent. (Ewa Plantation Co.)
We macerate in both mills, to the extent of from 15% to
20%. In a test without macerating the extraction was 89.25%,.
with the above maceration our average for the last year's crop
was 93.20%,. (Paia Plantation Co.)
Best results from a given quantity of water were obtained
by macerating with water after the 2nd mill and p'umping the
diluted juice from the 3rd mill back onto the bagasse from
1st mill. (Waialua Agricultural Co., Ltd.)
3rd. Improved methods of clarification.
vYe are thoroughly satisfied with our present method of
clarification. and do. not expect to make any changes for the
present. (Oahu Sugar Co.)
No change. Clarification in open clarifiers and settling tanl,
of Deming type. Juice limed cold before passing througll
heater. (Paauhau Rugal' Plantation Co.)
Always carrying juice at exact neutral point. (Olaa Sugar
Co.)
This mill started up using the Deming system of superheat
clarification and continuous settlers, juice temperature cal"
ried at 240° Fahrenheit. In August, 1f102, the 'high heat was
abandoned and tIle absorbers of the'Deming apparatus re-
moved. heat carried at from 208°-212° Fahrenheit as a max-
imum, continuous settlers still used. but will be abandoned in
favor of small intermittent settlers for next -crop. Results
impJ'Oved all round. (Hawaiian Commercial & Sugar Co.)
'We do not believe in hard and fast rules for clarification.
where juices differ even on the same plantation; but we find
superheating and automatic settling very satisfactory and
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efficient when properly worked and the juice properly limed.
(Makee Sugar Co.)
Liming at mills as above and (with low quality juice) sub·
sequent sulphuring. Improvement is in better control of tem-
pering, and in cleanliness, and in saving time. 'fhe juice stands
iIi elarifiel's (after being brought to propel' temperatul'e) five to
fifteen minutes, after which it is dl'awn off direct to the evap-
orators (McBryde Sugar Co.)
The superheated juice from the Deming settling tanks i'3
strained through brass wire cloth with No. 80 mesh, giving
g'ood results. (Honokaa Sugar Co.)
The Deming system of clarification with a large number of
separate settling tanks is used at Ewa. (Ewa Plantation Co.,
Nothing new. Our Deming Superheater g'ives good results,
but the benefit is not very marked. (Makaweli Plantation Co.)
'Ve have the Deming Superheater and settle in open tanks.
(Paia Plantation Co.)
Deming clarifier with individual settling tanks of 1,000 gal·
Ions cap~city. Inlet pipe for hot juice from clarifier extend·
ing down to the bottoin of settling tank. (Waialua Agricul-
tural Co., Ltd.)
4th. Improved methool"- of filtration and the results.
Former answer applies to this question also. (Oahu Sugar
Co.)
. Using very little lime in mud juice, preferably none. (Olaa
Sugar Co.)
Sand filters were installed at commencement of crop, they
work well mechanically, but the good work in sand filters de-
pends entirely on good work in the clarification. Coral sand
is not satisfactory. (Hawaiian Commercial & Sugar Co.)
,Ve continue to use the sand filters, as we have done for
many years. and to l'un our settlings, washings, &c. through
the Krood press(~s. \Ve also use the sulphul'ing process when
neeessary. (Makee Sugar Co.)
(a) By sand filters or other systems for the mill juice. We
run all OUl' mill juice through the sand filters, sometimes
twice, i. e., sometimes after coming from quadruple. Not
often necessary. (Makee Sugar Co.)
The system of double filtration here in operation gave :l
sucrose content of 1-R in the mud. (Honokaa Sugm> Co.)
Sand filters are not used here, nor is double filtration prac·
ticed, Dilution of scums has, so far, been most convenient
and practical. This has resulted in a filter press cake with
but 2.8% sucrose content. (Ewa Plantation Co.)
'Vith the diffusion, a filter is hardly necessary. (Makaweli
Plantation.)
Centrifugal lining of No. 20 mesh as a strainer at the mill,
and linings of a wider mesh and coarser texture, througll
whicll the juke passes immediately before entering the Dem-
ing liming tanks. (Honokaa Sugar Co.)
I
III
I
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(b) By double filtration 01' other systems for skimmings
and settlings. (Paauhau Sugar Plantation Co.)
Double Filtration of Filter Press Cake. "Te have carried
this out for some 3 years here at Kukaiau, and in order to find
out just what we were gaining by this method we engaged
Mr. Hartman to make several tests; we copy below from his
report in this connection: .
Press Juice Average Brix loll%, Sucrose 0.87ft Purity 78~t.
"If you take the fOl'mula for the estimation of the obtainable
sugar, which is used in Australia, for the determination of thl'
valu€ of juices.
, "Pure obtainable Cane sugm=Sucr. --t (Brix-Sucr.) You
will find that of the 0.87% exhacted that you actually !'t'covcr
0.73%."
All the water necessary for re-melting the Press Cak'~ is
used on the mills. Generally speaking, there is not enough
and has to be supplemented by the addition of oth(:r hot
water, into the Receiving 'rank, the addition of tllis extra
water precludes any possibility of any water from seeolltl
filtration going on the mills at too high a density, and there,
by injuring the extraction, the average amount of mar;cl'atioll
is about 15 to 20i? The SU<Tose content of the residual press
cake runs from 0.5 to 1.5%.
We find that l'emelting' press cake, double filterill!!: and
using this second filtration water, as maceration liquid, to bp
a decided saving all round. (Kukaiau Mill Co.)
",Ve have no skimmings. Our settlings and washings can
g'o through sand filters after coming from presses, or mixed
with clear juke as desired. (Makee Sugar Co.)
Singll' filtration undiluted mud. hot water and steam wash-
ing of cake in press. (McBr.yde Sugar Co.)
Double filtration. (Honokaa Sugar Co.)
5th. Improved methods of manipulation of syrups and
molasses in vacuum pans.
",Ve work OUl' SYl'UPS and molasses in the vaCUUlll pans in
connection with the crystallizel's as before, but do not wash
our sugars any more in the centrifugals with water as it
affects the keepin!!: quality of them. (Oahu Sugar Co.)
",Ye found a saving in time by drawing in our Bugm's into
vacnum pans. and building' on with juice. Sugars from this
llolarizing from !Hi to nT, also towards end of strikes drawing
in <'1Ulr!!:cs of 1st molasses. Purity was reduced, of waste
molasses about 10f. All ~rd sngars were remelted also, only
one grade. "A," being shipped, averaging nG.55%' at the mar-
ket. :l\Iethod used in 1nOl crop. (Kulmiau Mill Co.)
First massecuite boiled very stiff in pan so that circulation
is almost stopped. water content down to about 5%, a few
minutes before strikin!!: the charge hot No. 1 molasses is
drawn in for the 11l11'pol'1e of thinning down the massecnite
only, no attempt being made to build on the grain from the
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75.51% of
19.44,% "
5.05)/ " (Honokaa Sugar
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No.1 molasses. Results are improved .recovery. of dry sugar
on weight of massecuites, and corresponding reduction in
polarization of No. 1 molasses. (Hawaiian Commercial &
Sugar Co.)
We grain our first goods and centrifugal immediately fl'om
pan.. We sulphur most of our molasses, and re-boil as often
as found economical, using crystallizers according to require-
ments of the products being handled. (Makee Sugar Co.)
Ordinary methods. (McBryde Sugar Co.) .
Boiling straight grades is still the practice at the. Ewa Mill.
A larger pan capacity and pans with large outlets for stiff
boiling have enabled the sugar boiler to produce a much bet-
ter grade of sugar and less molasses this year than hereto-
fore, The Kilby 10' 6" pans of 25 tons capacity have proved
very efficient especially for 2nd grades. (Ewa Plantation Co.)
Nothing new. All our low grade sugars are drawn back
into the No.1 Pan and boiled with syrup making "A" sugar.
The low grade sugars are drawn dry into the pan and mixed
with the syrup but not remelted. (Makaweli Plantation Co.)
(a). Grades of sugar marketed and their polarization.
We shipped two grades of sugar to the states with average
polarizations of 99°79 and 94°44 and remelted our third grade
sugar. (Oahu Sugar Co.)
A 97°, B 94°. (Paauhau Sugar Plantation Co.)
One grade, polarization 96°61. (Olaa Sugar Co.)
A sugar, polarization average 1902 98.02.
B "" "1902 94.25. (vVaiakea Mill
Co.)
For first half of crop 751' A sugar of fl7i~ polarization; 25% B
sugar of 95% polarization. F01' last half of crop 100% A sugar
0'£ from 96.51 -97,% polarization. (Hawaiian Commercial &
Sugar Co.)
We have 11eretofore made two grades of sugar "A" and
"A. 8." Hereafter we will have no "grades" save difference
in polarization. (Makee Sugar Co.)
"A" 97.11, B 92.67; C svm. Il\IeBryde Sugar Co.)
A fl8.4; A. D. 97.5. (Rilo Sugar Co.)
A 96.20; B 94.06. first part of season Ai\. %.90. This is
the sugar formerly marked B, but during the latter part of tlw
season washed in centrifugals and dried in the Hersey Dryer.
(Waialua Agricultural Co., Ltd.)
A =No. 1, Polarbmtion 97.31
Ai\. =No. 2, " 94.87
C -No.3 & 4," Sfl.6fi
Co.)
A 98.18; B 95.09. (Laupaho('hoe Sugar Co.)
There are but two grades of sugar marketed namely: 1st
and 2nd, with polarizations averaging for the season 97.:30
and 96.12 respectively. (Ewa Plantation Co.)
"A" sugar only is marketed. Polarization here 97.5,
..
",.
.'"
polarization S: F. or N. Y. always higher. (Makaweli Planta·
tion Co.)
97.8 of A sugar, polarization average 97.5%.
2.2,% of B sugar, polarization average 95;6. (Paia Plantation
Co.)
In 1901 we carried out the method of shipping only on~
grade, and found as regards final exhaustion <n waste mo-
lasses that it was an excellent system, besides enabling us to
manufactUl'e a larger quantity of sugar in a given time. \Ve
have described this method in your question sheet.
During the last season we went back to the old method
of making 3 grades, and shipping them, the sugar while dry-
ing in the Centrifugals was also washed, with the result that
we reached a Purity of our waste molasses of 40.2,%, while the
results from the method as described in 1901 were only 31.7%
Purity of waste molasses, besides which there was a difference
of 5 gallons of molasses more per ton of sugar, by boiling 3
grades, than by re-melting and seeding.
We have decided, at the mill, to revert back to re-handling
of low grades, either by seeding, 01' re-melting. This is un-
doubtedlJT the best method, outside of crystallizers of manu-
facturing sugars.
Our own inclinations and experience are against the use of
any ,water being applied to sugar while drying in the Cen-
trifugals, and we have found the addition of water to have
the effect of causing the sugars to ferment, etc., besides rais-
ing the purity of the molasses. (Kukaiau Mill Co.)
(b). Quantity and quality of waste molasses.
Our qualitJT of waste molasses was smaller than former
season owing to the shipping of a second grade sugar; the
purity was a trifle higher on acconnt of the -much larger
amount of sugar produced within the same period with the
same centrifugal capacity. (Oahu Sugar Co.)
Sucrose 29. Purity 35. (Waiakea Mill Co.)
For season 1902=27.9 U. So Gallons to 2000 lbs. sugar (97°).
Purity 39.16-sucrose 36.06. Solids 91.95. \Ye have gone as
low as 24.40 U. S. Gallons, and as high as 31.18. (Makee
Sugar Co.)
The quantity can only be estimated, as the molasses used
for stable feed was not carefully measured. Estimate about
25 gallons to the ton. Quality=Sucl'ose 23.3, Brix 53.20,
Purity 43.79. (Honokaa Sugar Co.)
There were 25-} gals. of waste molasses pel' ton of sugm',
analysing Brix 87% Sucrose 34.8% and Purity 40%. (Ewa Plan-
tation Co.)
23.3 gallons pel' ton of sugar. Brix 89.2, Sucrose 33.9,
Purity 38.0. (Makaweli Plantation Co.)
The quantity is not kept, but on last season's crop it
amounts to 5.75 sucrose extracted. (Paia Plantation Co.)
6th. Methods of using cl'ystallizers.
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Time in
Crystallizer. l\f. C. dried hot. 1\1. C. dried cold. Difference.
50 to 100 hours 47.59 39.61 7.!l8
100 " 150 " 45.80 35.65 10.15
.'..... 150 " 200 " 44.69 34.57 10.12 .
over 200 " 44.69 34.21 10.48(b). Average Purity of Massecuite 75.
Pl/ritJI of Molasses.
Time in
CrystalI izer. 1\1. C. dried hot. 1\1. C. dried cold. Differ(>nce.
Under 20 hours 54.8 47.8 7.0
20 " 30 " 56.7 48.1 8.630 " 40 " 56.9 48.0 8,9
over 40 " 56.3 47.2 9.1
Our crystallizers were used as of old with full satisfaction.
(Oahu Sugar Co.)
Heating" crystallizers to temperatur'e massecuite before fill-
ing, then gradually cooling off. (Olaa Sugar Co.) .
For first half of crop 8rd massecuite only treated in crystal-
lizers; for latter part of crop 2nd massecuite only treated in
crystallizers. 8rd massecuite being so low that they are run
into storage tanks. Dming the latter half of crop all crystal-
lizm's dried goods are taken back into vacuum pans dry, all
low grades- from storage tanks being too sticky to draw into
pan are remelted and worked in with straight syrup. Hawai-
iun Commereial & Sugar Co.)
We use the crystallizers only for molasses or low grades
sugars. No 1st or juice sugars being run into crystallizers,
and no juice being mixed or boiled in strikes going to the
crystallizers. (Makee Sugar Co.)
For second grade only. First molasses kept down between
62 and 65~ purity, grained in pan and boiled very stiff 92° to
95° Brix. Stirred in crystallizers till cool (5 or 6 days) and
dried. Resulting molasses is under 40% purity. This is boiled
for coolers. (McBryde Sugar Co.)
E. E. Hartmann, Chemist,-Report on crystallizers in mo-
tion.
The purity of the molasses as shown below is the apparent
pmity obtained by dividing the direct polarization of the
molasses by their Brix.
A record was kept of every crystallizer filled. The averages
given below consequently represent several hundred indivi-
dual determinations. In order to determine how much sm'rose
crystallizes on to the grain in a given time. a sample of t11P
massecuite from every pan was dried in it hand-centrifugal.
and the purity of the molasses thus obtained ascertained.
1. INFI,VENeE OF '.rnm l~ CRYSTALLIZER.
(a). Average Purity of Massecuite 61.
P1wity of Molasses.
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II. INl"LUENCE Ol~ TIllIE OF BOILING ON FINAL DENSI1'Y. 
Average Purity of Massecuite 61. 
Under 94 ° Brix 
94 to 95° " 
95 " 96° " 
over 96° " 
III. INl"LUENUE 
(a). 
Under 93° Brix 
93 to 94° " 
over 94° " 
(b). 
Under 94° Brix 
94 to 95° " 
95 " 96° " 
over 96° " 
Actual Brix. Hours Hoiling. 
93.08 8 hI's. 50 min. 
94.63 9" 54 " 
95.49 10" 8" 
96.50 10" 49 " 
01" DENSl'l'Y 01" MASSEUUI'l'E ON l'UItl'l'Y 01" 
lila LASSES. 
Average Purity of Massecuite 75. 
Average Purity of Molasses. 
48.48 
47.76 
46.68 
A verage Purity of Massecuite (;1. 
Average Pnrity of Molasses. 
39.32 
36.33 
34.74 
33.52 
("Waialua Agricultural Co., Ltd.) 
Sugars boiled to make three grades and cooled oft' ill erystal-
lizers. First two grades marketed. Third grade melted and 
re-boiled. 
(a). First part of season before installing Hersey Dryer. 
A 60.2;6 Polarization 96.30. 
B 39.8;6 " 94.00. 
Last pact of season after installing Hersey Dryer. 
A 60.00,% Polarization 96.45. 
AA 40.00;6 " 96.88. 
(b) Average for the season 26. 5 U. S. Gallons pel' ton of 
sugar. 36.14 Brix. 29.98 Sucrose. 04.80 Purity. 
Lowest reported during season-S3.1 Brix, 24.8 Sucrose. 
29.9 Purity. (Waialua Agricultural Company, Ltd.) 
We have heretofore marketed our 1st sugars as "A" averag-
ing 80;6 at about 98° and 2nd sugars as "A. S." averaging 20~6 
at 94°. Hereafter we propose grading all our sugars accord-
ing to polarization only. (Makee Sugar Co.) 
1901,31.7;6 Purity; 1902 40.2jb Purity. (Kukaiau Mill Co.) 
As to quantity of waste molasses it is not possible to give 
an exact figure, as crop is not yet ovel'. Quality of waste 
minimum observed to date--32.5jb Pol. 37jb Purity, Figure for 
discharge '36;6 Pol. 40% Purity. (Hawaiian Commercial &, 
Sugar Co.) 
44.6 gallons (U. S.) pel' ton of sugar. First part of season 
(includes No. 2 molasses) 39.1 Purity. Last part of seaso]} 
(No.4 only) 31.5 Purity. (McBryde Sugar Co.) 
7th. Disposition of waste molasses, whether mlCd for fuel 
or thrown away. 
Our waste molasses were used as fertilizer, l'unning away 
in the mill waste water to the low lands on the Peninsula.
(Oahu Sl,lgar Co.)
Early part of season used as fertilizer'; latter part used as
fuel. (Kahuku Plantation.)
Feed to stock and thrown away. (Paauhau Sugar Planta-
tion Co.)
Thrown away. (Olaa Sugar Co.)
Thrown away by sprinkling on bagasse. (Waiakea Mill Co.)
The plantations do not care to use the molasses. "Ve throw
it away. (Kukaiau Mill Co.)
'Vaste molasses is burnt with bagasse in the furnaces.
(Hawaiian Commercial & Sugar Co.)
Feed for' stock, etc., and overplus run into the sea. Here-
after expect to use for fuel. (Makee Sugar Co.)
Mixed with mill eftiuent water and used in irrigation.
(McBryde Sugar Co.)
A part for stable use as feed to the live stock, the remain-
der thrown away. (Honokaa Sugar Co.)
Feed for live stock. (Laupahoehoe Sugar Co.)
All of this waste molasses is used for fertilizer, being mixed
in small quantities in the water's of irrigation. (Ewa Planta-
tion Co.)
Diluted with irrigation water in irrigating cane. (Maka-
weli Sugar Co.)
Used for fertilizer and feeding stock. (Paia Plantation
Co.)
First part of the season waste molasses was allowed to run
out into ditch with water from the mill and used for irriga-
tion. Last part of season it was burnt with the bagasse.
('Vaialua Agricultural Co., Ltd.)
8th. What method of burning molasses have you found
most satisfactory?
'Ve tried to burn the molasses, but as it choked the fires
and superheater flues and made the megasse-spouts to the
furnalles too sticky, we abandoned the trial. (Oahu Sugar
Co.)
Molasses sprinkled on bagasse as it leaves last mill after
the fashion of applying maceration water; molasses conveyed
to sprinkler from a tank suspended above carrier; molasses
absorbed before boilers are reached. (Kahuku Plantation.)
Feeding it in the bagasse as it leaves the last mill, in thin
streams at a rate not to exceed 1000 gallons per hour when
grinding 50 tons of cane in the same time; or approximately
1 lb. of molasses for every 2 Ibs. of bagasse. (Hawaiian Com-
mercial & Sugar Co.)
Burning in furnaces together with the bagasse, similarly
to burning Crude Oil. (Makee Sugar Co.)
Sprinkled upon the bagasse from third mill just as it has
passed through the rollers. The molasses is all absorbed by
the bagasse and does not clog in trash carrier or shutes. It
...
"
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makes a hard clinker when burned in this way. Plans have 
been made for a special form of fmnace that is in use in Fiji 
and Queensland, by which the full fuel value and fine ashes 
of high analysis are obtained. 
ES'l'lMATES OF l~UEL VALUI;J OF 1I1OLASSES m: E. E. llAR'l'MANN, 
OllElIllS'.v w. A. co. 
Estimate of value of molasses ashes based on a .crop of 
20,000 tons of sugar. At the rate of 25 gallons molasses pel' 
tOll of bug-ar the season's production of molasses would 
amount to 20,000x25=500,000 galls. @ 12 Ibs,=3,OOO tons. 
'fhese 3,000 tons would @ 12~% yield 375 tons of ashes. 
Value @ $38.25 pel' ton, $14,344. 'l'hese ashes can only be 
obtained by bm'nillg the molasses separately in a fmnace 
specially constructed for the purpose. A IJl'Oportion of the 
Potash is carried a way with the gases. If the fire is allowed 
to become too fierce this loss is said to be considerable. It 
can be reduced at the cost of some of the heat by checking 
the draft. 
The $14,000 or whatevel' part of it is actually saved, repre-
sents onl;y the fertilizing value of the ash, for which there is 
a ready market. In the above no accoullt if; taken of the fuel 
value of the molasses. This latter is variously estimated at 
from one-quarter to one-third of that 01' ol'dinary coal. On 
the fOl'lller, the lower, basis the 3,000 tons of molasses would 
repl'esent coul,-taken at $10 pel' ton-$7,500. 
9th. Do you use drying machines fol' sugm's'! 
\Ve have no drying machines for our BUg,H, the keeping' 
qualities of them are most satisfactory as long as they are not 
washed. ~Oahu Sugar Co,) 
No. (Paauhau ::::lugar Plantation Co,; Waiakea Mill Co,; 
l\1akee Sugar Co.; 1IlcBryde Sugar Co.; Honokaa Sugar Co.; 
T,aupahoehoe Sugal' Co.; Makaweli Plantation Co,) 
No special machines for drying are used, but the sugars are 
scattpred into a bagging' bin, whieh tends to cool them. 'fhe 
1il'8t half of crop sugars were washed, now they are not, Our 
sugars keep very well, but no l'eturlls from late shipments 
h,1\'e yd been mude, so definitc figul'es are not at hand. 
(Hawaiian Commcrcial & Sugar Co.) 
1 qnart of 'water for "A" sngar, 2 qts, for "B." Lower grade., 
not washed. (MeBQ'de Sugar Co.) 
'fhcl'e m'e no dr,)'ers in use at present. 'fhrce m'e bought 
for US(' in the coming campaign. No water at all is used in 
the Centrifugals for No. 1. sugal's. \Vater i8 used in eentri-
fuga ling 2nd grade at the rate of 1..~ qts. per each 40 inch 
centrifugal. In marketing the sugal' the loss in polal'ization 
of No. 1. has becn almost nil. In No.2 sugar the loss iH 
greater. Up to date it has avcrag('d l~{, 'rIlis dptel'ioration 
will lw almost cnth'ely eliminated hy the (~ol\lillg dr,vcI's, (Ewa 
Plantation Co.) 
$14.31
Difference in favor of washing and drying. . . . . . .. 13.15
Average difference in freight, etc , 1.16
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Purity.
66.0
No.2.
Sucrose.
61.06
not dried.
Brix.
92.5
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No. 1.
About four weeks before the end of season a Hersey Sugar
Dl-yer of 100 tons per day capacity was installed and used on
the 2nd grade of sugar during the remainder of the season.
'l'he sugars were washed in the centrifugals and dried by hot
ail'. The results were satisfactory on the whole, a set of sam·
pIe bottles of sugars accompany this report showing the effect
of washing and drying upon a sugar of low polarization.
Account sales of -but one lot of dried sugar has been re-
ceived. The New York polarization exceeded that made at
the mill before shipment.
TES'!' OF HERSEY DRYER.
Two charges of 330 lbs. of Massecuite each were weighed
out into two centrifugals, and dried simultaneously for ten
minutes.
No.1 charge was washed with 3 qts. of water, and subse·
quently dried.
No.2 had no water, and was
Massecuite.
Dec., 1902.]
155.5" .474.46c. 17(;.5" 358.35c.
Saving in Freight on one ton of sugar-
To New York via New Orleans ~ $1.70 per ton.
'fo New York via Cape Horn 1.16 " "
To Ran Francisco . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .62" "
Averaging saving pCI' ton of sugar $1.16
2000 lbs. Sugar No.2 .. , $40.61
Its equivalent, or
1762 lbs. Sugar No. 1. 53.76
Sugar (Basis 3c.)
134 lbs. of 97.9 Pol. 163 lbs. of 89.2 Pol
Value @ 3.0594c.=409.98c. Value @ 1.9500c.=317.85c.
Molasses.
202 lbs. Brix 86.7 167 lbs. of Brix 88..1
Sucrose 34.8 Sucrose 33.1i
Purity 040.1 Purity 38.0
Estimated Yield of Molasses. I'
(Purity of Waste Molasses assumed as 32).
21.5 lbs. Sugar of 96 Pol. 13.5 lbs. Sugar of 96 Pol.
. Value @ 3c.=G4.50c. 'Value @ 3c.=40.50c.
Total Yield.
134 lbs A09.fl6c. lG3 lbs 317.85c.
21.5" 64.50c. 13.5" 40.50<,.
...
Difference in favor of II $ 5,31S
Saving in freight on 6080-5892=188 tons @ $9.75
(~vel'age of last year) ' 1,833
Cost of containers per ton of sugar remains unchanged.
Of No.1, one bag holds 111 lbs., of No.2 125 lbs. Thus the
saving made by reducing the weight of the product is neu-
tralized by its gl'eater volume.
Up to June 21st, 6080 tons B sugar of an average polariza-
tion of 94.0 were shipped from here.
Had the same amount of sucrose been shipped in the form
of sugar of 97 polarization, a saving of $7,151 would have
been made on the difference in the price and the saving iil
freight only.
(Basis 3c.)
I. 6080 tons 94.0 Pol. @ 2.500c $30,400
II. 5892 tons 97.0 Pol. @ 3.031c " 35,718
7,151
No account is taken in this of the better exhaustion of thf~
molasses and the saving in boiling time.
Drying sugars before shipment results in sugars of higher
polarization by exactlj' the amount of water removed. Sugars
containing say 1~ 1ll0istUl'e may be increased in polarization
nearly one degree, which in itself causes an increase in price.
In the case of a sugar just below the turning point in quality,
i. e., less than 96. 93. or 90. polarization, drying may easily
put the sugar into the next higher class and sell for a much
higher price. C\Vaialna AgricultUl'al Co., Ltd.)
10th. Have ,vou a system of chemical control in your mill'?
Yes. (Oahu Sugar Co.; Kahuku Plantation; Olaa Sugar
Co.; Hawaiian Commercial & Sugar Co.; Makee Sugar Co.;
McBryde Sugar Co.; Makaweli Plantation Co.; Paia Planta-
tion Co.)
No. (Paauhau dugar Plantation Co.; Waiakea Mill Co.;
Laupahoehoe Sugar Co.)
No chemist employed, but system of control is kept. (Ku-
kaian Mill Co.)
A partial one. (Honokaa Sugar Co.)
The Ewa, Mill is under chemical control. I am heartily in
favor of the adoption of a uniform system of chemical COIl-
trol for use in the sugar houses of this Territory. (Ewa Plan-
tation Co.)
\Ve have chemical control. (Waialua Agricultural Co.,
Ltd.)
11th. Arc you in favor of adopting a uniform l'3ystem of
laboratory work, methods of ,ea1eulating results and exchange
of daily or weC'kly reports with other plantations?
\Ve are in favor of a uniform system of laboratory work
throlighout. (Oahu Sugar Co.)
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Yes. (Kahuku Plantation; Olaa Sugar Co.; McBryde Sugar
Co.; Paia Plantation Co.)
Yes, strongly in favor. (Paauhau Plantation Co.)
Yes, we are in favor of one uniform method when practical,
all round, and would like to know more about what others
are doing. (Kukaiau Mill Co.)
Most decidedly, see special letter in regard to this. (Ha-
waiian Commercial & Sugar Co.)
Yes, as far as the benefits would prove reciprocal. (Makee
Sugar Co.)
1 have been for many years strongly in favor of uniformity
in laboratory work and methods of calculating results, and
sug'gest that a committee be appointed to further these ends;
and I am also in favor oi exchanging reports with other plan-
tations. (Honokaa Sugar Co.)
No. (Waiakea Mill Co.)
Not at present. (Laupahoehoe Sugar Co.)
Duril\g the last season there has been a regular exchange
of reports between a number of mills and the results have
beeIlr decidedly beneficial. We believe that this should be
encouraged. Weare in favor of adopting a uniform system
of laboratory work and methods of calculating results. vVe
are in favor of an exchange of reports between mills having
chemical control. (Waialua Agricultural Co., Ltd.)
To 'l'HE PRESIDENT AND MEMBERS OF THE HAWAIIAN SUGAR
PLAN'.J:ERS' ASSOCIA'.J:ION.
GENTLEMEN:-Your committee have been unable to meet
together for the purpose of framing a report as a commit-
tee, I thel'efore beg to submit the following as a personal
report on machinery. .
Since the last annual meeting of this Association, there
have been at least, two large complete new sugar factories
star-ted operations, the one the property of the Olaa Sugar
Company of Hawaii, and the other the Puunene Mills, of the
Hawaiian Commercial & Sugar' Co. of MauL In addition to
these there has been a complete reinstallation of new ma-
chinery at the Ewa Plantation Co.'s Mill on OalJ.u, and also
the Maui Sugar CO.'s Mill on Maui.
It is natUl'ullv to tlJ.ese latest built mills that we look for
the latest improvements in machinery. 'fhe long continued
low price of sugar, and the high cost of labor, have not by any
means, encouraged the introduction of new and 'improved
machinery into the older mills of these Islands, thouglJ. these
hard conditions may in some way be credited with tlJ.e intro-
<1lletion of machinery of a labor saving nature.
Let I1S now consider wlJ.at has been done in this line:-
<'ane cutting in the field by other that the old method of hand
and cutlass, has been, and is still, occupying the attention of
those interested, as will be seen from the experiments made
with Mr. R. H. Pauls' invention, tests of whieh, are fully
described in the Planters' Monthly of October, 1902 page 4GO.
This is certainly a step in the right diredion, verj' encourag-
ing, and fl'om which we may hope to be able in the neal'
future, by the adoption of this, or some other such mechanical
device, cut down our present high rate of cost for cane cut-
tin~ .
III the lllattt'r of loa,ding cars in the field bj' machinery,
several tests bave been Illade on Maui, but tbe hoisting ma-
cbinery used there, was founa to be too cumbersome and
heavy, for easy transportation tlll'oughout the fields on Port-
able 'l'rack, and was therefore given up. The gross weight of
this apparatus was about ~O,UOO pounds, bowever I am in-
debted to Mr. U. U. Kennedy of the vVaiakea Mill Co. for the
following information and figures in wnnection with the
loading of cane in the field by mechanical means. Tl}.is hoist-
ing al'l'angement complete weighs but 4,000 pounds, is set up
on an ordinary flat car, can work in any aireetion, aud bj'
its low weight is thereby made convenient in handling about
the fields on Portable Tracks.. The engine in connection with
this crane, is worked by gasoline, thereby insuring lightness,
saving in transportation of coal and water, and with little
risk of fire. Actual results at vVaiakea with the use of this
loading apparatus show, that four lllen can take from sleds
and load upon cars 200 tons of cane in eight hours, at a cost
of $4.00 for labor, and from 75c. to $1.00 for the gasoline con-
sumed doing this amount of work, hence we have, 200 tons
of cane loaded for say $5 or 2ic. pel' ton. At this plantation
sleds are used for getting cane to within reach of the hoiST.
A. sling is placed on the sled, the cane loaded upon it. When
the sled is run alongside the loading machine, it is a simple
matter to hook into the sling, raise it to the desired position,
above the cal', pull a small c01'd releasing the cane frolll the
sling, and out drops the 1,500 pounds of cane. 'l'his method
works without a hitch. For comparative purposes to this
cost must be added the cost of loading and hauling the sleds
to the hoisting" apparatus, whicb according to Mr. Kennedy
is i cent pel' ton; therefore we now bave 2i ds.-\-12 ets.=14}
ds. the total cost pel' ton of packing and loading. It would
be well for those interested to visit \Yaiakea and see this
labor saving device at work.
Cane unloading" at the carrier. For this SOllle years ago all
invention patented by \V. C. Gregg was installed at the EW:L
l\lill, and with such excellent results that its adoption beeamc
very geneI'al throughont the mills of these Islands, 'l'his
app:Lratw'1 since its introduction at Ewa and elsewheI'c, was
the only Idnd in use on these Islands. until the start of the
Olaa Sugar CO.'8 Mill, when the Bodley & Mallon cane un-
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loader was introduced, with excellent results. Also one of
the same make being installed at Waiakea the early part of
this year. As we now have in the two latest built mills here,
a Bodley & Mallon uriloader at Olaa, and a Gl'egg unloader
at Puunene, it might be interesting to make comparisons of
merits, if any, of one over the other. I am indebted to Mr.
J. N. ~. \Villiams the mill superintendent at Puunene for the
following: "I have to say in reply to cost of handling cane by
Gregg's cane unloader, that the machine which consists of
two sets of four triangles each, has given entire satisfaction
during the past eight months' work, and has cost very little
for l'epairs, and there have been no break downs during this
period..
Maximum amount of cane handled by one machine per
month was 00,000 tons, and the cost pel' ton in handling 2.52
cents, this includes taking the full cane cars.from the storage
tracks, weighs, discharges, cleans and l'eweighs the empty
em's and places them on the storage tracks for empty cars.
Now with reference to the Bodley & Mallon unloader, Mr. H.
\Yicks of Olaa says, the cane unloader that was installed at
our mill has worked most satisfactory during the season, reo
quiring only two men to manipulate the two feeders, when
worked from both sides of the carrier, it gives better results
than, any other feeder on the market. In writing on the sav-
ing of labor effected by . the introduction of this appal'atus
to the \Vaiakea Mill, Mr. Kennedy says. this is one of tIle
finest and easiest machines to 'work I have ever handled. A
lUan can work it easily and feed as called for. I have never
seen a machine do the satisfactory work of this one, it starti,;,
stops, raises and lowers pel"fectly, and is built so strong that
we had no difficult.)' whatever with it.
A passing remark touching npon some of the weak points
of the vacuum pans lately installed in some of our new fac·
tOl'ies, lUay be of some service to those who intend purchas-
ing new pans.
I would first call attention to the length of coil in propor-
tion to its diameter, which in my opinion is too great to be
advantageous. because the steam long' before it reaches the
end of coil is condensed and thereby retards the work of
evaporation, 01' in other wOl'ds reduces the heating surface
hy just that length of roil at the point whel'e condensation
lakes place to such an extent that the area of the coil is prac-
ti(~ally full of water. another weak point in the style of the
('oil, is the fad of the steam having a return bend. and too
little fall for the good drainage of coils. 'l'hese are also placed
too close together for two reasons: first. it is impossible to
boil a heavy strike of ml1sseeuite without Ipaving a beavy
body of sugar on the coils, and this espeeially at the lower
('llf1 or bottom of pan. Second. it is found impradieal to get
a t the coils for eleaning by other than chem jelll means: The
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coils are also, in my opinion placed too close to the walls of
the pan body, especially at the conical .bottom, to allow a'
free passage for tne discharge of heavy massecuite. 'fhe cir-
cular perforated internal feed pipe was also an obstruction
to the good discharge, but this i think was never allowed to
be left in, in any of the pans installed at either Puunene or
Olaa.
The discharge gates on these pans have also been found
a great drawback, as there are times in all sugar factories,
when by cutting a strike quite an item in the saving of labor
and time can be effected, but with the swing gate, when
once opened, it is next to impossible to close tightly, befOl'e
the entire contents of the pan has to be discharged, whel'e
with the sliding gate little or no difficulty is met with in this
operation.
The circulation in the Olaa pans, according to Mr. Wicks,
is much retarded by the body of massecuite carried above
the top coil to the height of the pans capacity, this difficulty
however has been overcome by striking a smaller amount of
massecuite than the capacity of the pan is built for.
One of the neatest and simplest labor saving devices I have
yet seen, is the bagging bin elevator, etc., installed in the
sugar room of the Puunene Mills; a brief description of which
may be of interest.
'l'he sugar from the centrifugals is dropped directly into a
U shaped trough, this trough being long enough to take in
the number of machines at work, and with the help of a screw
conveyor is discharged on to a Robbins belt conveyor, the
first I believe installed in this country. The latter consists.
of an endless rubber belt, and by the angular setting of little
broad faced pulleys, takes a trough form, when running, and
elevates the sugar to the bin, where it falls upon a rapidlJ
revolving fan, which scatters and cools the sugar. From the
bin the sugar is spouted to the bags, which are filled on the
scales. One man doing regular work, bags and weighs from
90 to 100 bags of 125 pounds each pel' hour. The scattering
and cooling of the sugar as it is thrown off the revolving fan
has an excellent effect upon its keeping qualities, as will bc
seen from one lot of sugar that was in transit to New York
some 75 days, where upon landing the test showed .7° polari-
zation higher than thc shipping test, showing thereby a dry-
ing out, and an increase in purity, to compensate fol' loss 1n
weight.
By this installation they estimate a saving of 10 men in the
sngar room.
As fuel oil has now been at work on the boilers of one of
the pumping stations of the Kihei Plantation Co. siIwe the
early part of October, with some degree of snccess, where
four Babcock & 'Wilcox boilcrs arc installed, and as tllis fuel
promises to be very generally adopted for like pumping 8ta-
tions and other work, for which coal is now being consumed,·
throughout these Islands, I have considered it will be of in-
terest enough to add herewith, an average week's work with
fuel oil, at this pumping station and compare with this a
week's work on coal, doing the same duty. What effect, this
new fuel is going to have upon the life of boiler tubes, re-
mains to be seen. .
For the seven days of twenty-four hours each, ending Octo-
ber 25th, we consumed 23,953 American gallons, this divided
by 42 would give us 570.3 barrels and 570.3x$1.40 (cost per
bbl. delivered) ' " $ 798.40
Coal '19 tons pel' 24 hours @ say $9.00 per ton landed. 1197.00
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Difference . . $ 398.60
or 398.60 x 100 i'
1197 33.3~ savmg.
The saving in labor so far· effected by the introduction of
fuel oil at Kihei, is a fraction over 30%, but this allowing the
four boilers to be cleaned every two weeks, as against every
fOUl' weeks with the use of coal.
Before entering upon the subject of extraction of sugar
from the cane, I would like to say, it may be thought that my
taking up the subject of extraction in the report on machinery
is trespassing on the grounds of your committee on manu-
facture, but having discussed the subject with Mr, J. N. S.
Williams, mill superintendent at Puunene, and to whom I am
indebted for the following observations and data. and with
whom I fully agree in his statement, that on the contrary,
. this subject is most distinctly a matter for the committee on
. macl1inery, seeing that the 'crushing apparatus and adjust-
ments thereof are solely in the hap.ds of the engineering de-
partment.
The subject of extraction is one of the first importance, as
the loss of sugar going off in the cane refuse after extraction
is. in a factory equipped with crushing machinery a large
proportion of the total losses.
'rhe methods for computing this especial loss are so various
in different parts of the world, that a short review of these,
may be of interest. A method said to be due to Dr. Maxwell,
is, to take the polarization of the normal juice, and multiply
by tIl(> actual juice content of cane, divide by 100, and then
deduct from .1 to .3 the remainder being "Sugar in. Cane."
A method in use in .Java said to be due to Prinsen Gf'erligs,
is to take' 85% of the polarization of the normal juice as the
BUgat· content of the cane, from which said juice was extract-
f'd. A method in use in Australia, and stated to be due to
Dr. Kottman, is to take the brix reading of the first mill
juice, and divide by 100, to determine tIle' pure sugar in the
normal juice, sugar in cane then determined as usual. And
there are doubtless many others.
...
ji
I
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1901.
11.4
14.686
16.98
92.74
1.07
1901.
10.n
13.28
15.50
91.42
1.14
1901.
11.57
13.83
15.96
91.25
1.21
~
1901.
12 Estl1.
14.95
17.40
96.72
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If it could be determined with exactness what the normal
juice is, the rest is easy, but it is as difficult to obtain the
true normal juice as it is to obtain a true sample of cane.
The method of determining the sugar in the cane from the
polarization of the normal juice, and using a variable factor
for correction leaves room for doubt, as to the reliability of
the factor. And in this connection I will quote from a lette)'
received from a prominent plantation manager in April, 1900.
"To make my case as strong as possible I went data gathel"
ing, and was surprised and bewildered to find the different
methods of arriving at 'Sucrose in Cane' and 'Extraction,'
and I must confess, that I came home imbued with the idea
that it only required the ability to be the last to hand in
your extraction. to beat all prior comers, and that you could
put up figures that no man could dispute, if you were clever
enough."Since that letter \vas written there has been no change
in the methods adopted. and an examination of the figur('s
that follow, will show what differences exist, even in factories
at short distances from each other. and apparently grinding
the same kind and quality of cane. .
Tb,e following figures are taken from the anUUfl1 reports of
several first class factories in these Islands denoted in the
following table by numbers:
No. 1. 1899. 1900.
Fibre in Cane 12
Pure Sugar in Cane 16.76
Pol. Normal Juice HU4
Extraction . . 97.25
Sugar left in Bagasse per 100 Cane.
No.2. 1899. 1900.
Fibre in Cane .. , 11.37 11.80
Pure Sugar in Cane 14.76 14.29
Pol. Normal Juice 16.88 16.24
Extraction . . 93.29 92.16
Sugar left in Bagasse ]l('l' 100 Cane , .!H) 1.12
No.3. 1899. 1900.
Fibre in Cane 10.9 10.91
J:lure Sugar in Cane 14.893 15.38
Pol. Normal Juice 17.47 17.75
Extraction . . 91.11 93.23
Sugar left in Bagasse per 100 Cane 1.324 1.04
No.4. 1900.
Fibre in Cane 11.2
Pure Sugar in Cane 13.95
Pol. N·orinal .Juice 15.70·
Extraction . . 91.n8
Sugar left in Bagasse per 100 Caile , 1.16
574
e8
d.
575
1901.
11.85
14.86
16.86
D3.20
No.5.
-~.-
A B . I.·
Sugar in Sugar in Rati? A to B ITctal Loss
Cane per Cane per III % as Reporte
Report. Formula.
11.76 16.73 100.18%* Not Given
16.80 16 95 99.11 Not Given
14.95 15.31 97.65 I Not Given
14.76 14 783 99.85 16.14%
14 29 14.323 99.79 17.19
13.83 14.123 97.92 17.85
14.893 15.565 95.7 16.90
15.38 15.813 97.27 13.91
14.686 15.0404 97.62 18.92
13.95 13.941 100.00 27.8
13.28 13.81 96.16 20.41
16.01 16.092 99.5 15.83
16.30 15.923 102 3· 14.80
14.86 14.86 100.00 15.36
17.35 18.258 950 Not Given
12.28 I 12.965 940.72 Not Given
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1899.
Fibre in Cane 11.2
Pure Sugar in Cane 12.28
Pol. Normal Juice 14.6
Extraction . . ; 87.8
Sugar left in Bagasse pel' 100 Cane.
H will be noted that all of the foregoing factories state in
positive terms the amount of pure sugar in the calle and also
the polarization of the normal juice. and the following com-
parative table is compiled to show the difference in method
of estimating sugar in cane used by different factories.
For comparative purposes I will assume that the sugar in
th
(lOO-Fibre) X Pol. Normal Juice.
e cane 100
189D.
Fibre in Cane 11.11
Pme Sugar in Cane 17.35
Pol. Normal Juice 20.54
Extraction . . DO.D8
Sugar left in Bagasse per 100 Cane 1.57
No.7.
~ 18991Factory No.1 1900,
.
1901 1
i]899Factory No.2 190011901i
~ 1899\Factory No.3 1900190]
j 1900
Factory No.4 11901
{
1899
Factory No.5 1900
1901
Factory No, 6 1899
Factory No.7 1901
----------_._---------------------
*Prohably due to olerical errors.
1899. 1900.
Fibre in Cane 11.63 12.17
Pure Sugar in Cane 16.01 16.30
Pol. Normal Juice 18.21 18.13
Extraction . . D1.44 92.79
Sugar left in Bagasse pel' 100 Cane.
No.6.
Dec., HI02.]
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In this table the amount deducted from the figure given by
form.ula (lOll-Fibre) X Pol. Normal Juice can be found for each place and
100
each crop by deducting the figure in column A from the figure
in column B. It will be noticed that there are two instances
where an addition has apparently been made, but this is most
likely due to clerical or printers' errors.
This table shows plainly that not only do the different fac-
tories use a different correction for deduction from the figures
given by the polarization of the normal juice, when computing
the content of sugar in the cane, but the same factory uses a
different correction for different crops or years.
Take for instance factory No.2 for the year 1899, the cor-
rection was .023 as a deduction, for the year 1900 .033, and
for the year 1901 the correction was .293, wherefore these
differences, and why did not the same differences apply to
factory No.3, which is a next door neighbor, and grinds prac-
tically the same kind and quality of cane?
The corrections for factory No. 3 are for 1899, .672, 1900
.233 and for 1901 .358, some little light is thrown on this sub-
ject if one studies the total losses. and examining the figureH
for factory No.4, it will be seen that in the year 1900 no cor-
rection was applied and the total losses footed up to 27.8;?.
while in the following year a correction of not less than .5B
was applied, with the result that the losses were brought
down to 20.41%.It is usually very easy to pull things to pieces and create
a loss of confidence in existing methods, and pel' contra. it is
as a rule difficult to build up and induce confidence, but in
this particular instance, the rule is reversed.
It is entirely unnecessary to go to the time and trouble to
approximately determine the amount of sugar in the cane for
the purpose of getting at the extraction of the pure sugar,
because it is easv and at the same time correct. to take the
sugar that comes into the house in the extracted juice, add to
it the sugar going off in the bagasse in the furnaces, and the
total is the sugar that was in the cane, that was crushed or
otherwise treated. In a well conducted house there is no
room for loss between the extracting apparatus and the lim-
ing tanks or clarifiers. and with proper system or weighing
or measuring and sampling the juice, the amount of sugar
coming into the house should be accurately known.
This is not the place for a discussion as to the methods em-
ployed in the analysis of bagasse, but I would draw attention
to one point, which is. that the time during which the sample
of trash is under treatment in the extraction apparatus for
the direct determination of the sugar content has a consider-
able bearing on the result. For instance. supposing that one
analyst subjects a sample of bagasse to treatment for three
and one-half 11O\ll'S. and another for seven hours. noW it is
clearly to be seen, t11at it takes seven hours in one place, to
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Repectfully suhmitted,
J AMoES SCOT'l"
Cbairman of Committee on Machinery.
"
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completely exhaust a sample of bagasse of its sugaJ',
a treatment, in another's hands of only thl'ee and one·
half hours will not exhaust completely the sample and where
the one may find 5~ sugar in his trash, the other may find
only 3~ the final calculations from which results would show,
a very matel'ial difference in extraction of sugar from cane
in the two cases, although the sample of cane and bagasse
may have been nearly alike.
It is found in the H. C. & S. Co. factor~T that the sugar in
the bagasse, after passing the nine-roller mill with an 'ulti-
mate pressure on the last set of rolls of 430 tons, and a dilu-
tion of about 18)6, varies between 4.8 per cent and 5.4 per
cent. And this when grinding cane attl:ie rate of 50 tons
per hour.
It is also found when running at this capacity, an increase
up to 25 per cent in the dilution, does not make any difference
in the extraction, and further research into the matter, shows
us, that the sugar left in bagasse per 100 of cane, is almost
in direct proportion to the fibre content of cane under opera-
tion.
A further observation is, that extraetion rises and falls. as
the polarization of the first mill juice rises and falls, and in-
deed this must of necessity be the case, when the sugar con-
tent of the bagasse remains, almost a constant figure, you
will please note that all these observations, were made when
grinding cane at the rate of about 50 tons per hour. which is
practically the ultimate average capacity on ordinary cane
of a 34"x78"-9 roller mill, witb Krajewski attachment. and
also that extractions are calculated in the usual wa;v. by
determining fibre in the cane, sugar and moisture in bagasse,
sugar in normal juice, and calculating therefrom.
The foregoing observations extend over the manufaduring
of some 24,000 tons of sugar. The samples from which the
abo.ve deduetions have been drawn are in very considerable
number, and extend over some eight months of time. so they
mav be deemed as almost eonclusive. ,Vhat woulrl result
froin slow running with light feed. still remains to be shown.
but it is certainly very promising.
This brings us to the point of the extreme desirability of
a common sense method of determining extradion. for it is
difficult to imagine anything more exasperating for a con-
scientious engineer, who has got evpr;vthing screwed up to
the pitch of efficiency, to receive exceptional figures from
some other place. without knowing how these figures were
obtained.
Dec., 1902.]
To THE PRESIDEr-;'l', Tlws'rEES AND MEMBEUS 01" 'rilE HAWAIIAN
SUGAU PLAN'l'EUS' ASSOUlATION.
GEN'rLEMEN :-'l'he cOIlllllittee appointed by the President
to report on fertilization at this meeting of the Association
were, C. F. Eckart, J. A. Scott, A.Lidgate, :t:L A. Baldwin
and \VIll. Pullar. Circular letters bearing on fertilization
pl'actices were addressed to all of the plantations of the
lslands, and through the willing co-operation of the managers,
the cOllllllittee is indebted for valuable data which will shortl)'
be presented. .
In intensive ag~~C)1ltme, such as is practiced on thel3e
Islands in the growing of sugar cane, the question of fertiliza-
tion IllUst needs be a very iIllportant one. Owing to the wide
diversity of conditions with regard to climate and soil which
characterize the sugar lands of this Territory, it becomes
.Illanifest that the subject of fertilization is one which must
be worked out in large Illeasme for each individual planta-
tion. Not only must the needs of the crop be taken into con·
sideration and weighed with relation to the quantity of plant
foods stored up in the soil, lJut the forllls in which the various
fertilizing ingredients must lJe added to the soil to render
the best sel'Vice constitutes a subject of equal importance.
The financial loss which may accrue from the improper use
of fertilizers does not merely include money expended on
fertilizers which do not give increased yields of sugar pel'
acre, but added to such amount is the cost of labor in apply-
ing such material to the soil. Again in the utilization of the
waste products of the mill and stables, which would other·
wise be discarded, the loss involved would be the resulting
difference in yields following the rational and irrational appli-
cation of such material. That fertilizers pay, and pay well,
when judiciously applied has long been demonstrated on these
Islands and much has been written on the subject and. pre-
sented in former reports. In this report it is our desire to
give an idea of the amounts and commercial value of fer-
tilizers applied during the growth of a crop, and to indicate
in a measure some of the ways in which a part of the money
so expended might not be in the most full accordance with
economy.
'fhe data received from plantation managers have yielded
the following approximate figures:
The amounts of purchased mixed fertilizer applied per aCl'e
varied from 400 to 1700 lbs.
The variation in the potash content of this material Waf;
from 4 to 21 pel' cent; phosphoric acid R~ to 151 per cent;
nitrogen 4.1 to !) per cent.
The avcragp amount of mixed fertilizer applied was 850
IllS. pel' acre; and of nitrate of soda um lbs.
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mixed fertilizer )$ 604,200
" ". . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 215,600
" ". . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 312,550
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The crop of 1902 was harvested from approximately 79,000
acres.
The mixed fertilizer used for the crop approximated 33,575
tons.
The nitrate of soda used for the crop approximated 6,280
tons.
The average formula of the mixed fel,tilizer was 6)6 nitro-
gen, 8)6 phosphoric acid and 9)6 potash.
Nitrogen in mixed fertilizers applied 2,014 tons
Phos. Acid" " " 2,695 "
Potash " " " 3,290 "
Nih'ogen in nitrate of soda ..... " . . .. .. . . . . . . 942 "
The value of these elements would be very much as fol-
lows:
Nih-ogen in
Phos. Acid
Potash
'fotal value of mixed fertilizer $1,132,350
Nitrogen in nitrate of soda. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 282,600
. )$1,414,950
In addition to. the amount of mixed fertilizer and nih-ate
of soda applied, about 1500 tons of tankage, 800 tons of
ground coral and 2000 tons of bone meal were used. The
value of this large quantity of fertilizing material, together
with the cost of mixing, bagging, freight and manufacturers'
profit would probably bring the total cost to about $1,700,000.
It is seen that the value of the element nitrogen in mixed
fel'tilizers applied during the past Cl'OP was greater than thnt
of the other elements combined, being $604,200 against $528,
150, the total value of potash and phospheric acid used. Un-
fortunatdy the most expensive of the fertilizing elements i!:l
the one which, under eertain conditions, is most liable to
waste. Rome of the ways in whieh either a loss of nitrogen
may occur, or in which it may defeat the object intended may
be summarized in a few words:-
1. Application of nitrogen in the form of nitrates in dis-
tricts of heavy 01' uncertain rainfall :-While a considerable
loss must have resulted in this manner in former years, it is
safe to say that little, if any, of the nitrogen used during the
past year has been lost from a too heavy application of
nitrates under such conditions. "There nitrates have been
applied to lands subjeet to occasional heavy rains, it has been
added in small quantities more as a stimulant to meet specifll
requirements.
2. Application as nitrates followed by heavy irrigation:-
When nitrate of soda is used as a special dressing, the present
tendency is to make more freqnent applications of a smalll'l'
quantity than was customary during former years, thus run·
..
ning a smallerrisk of loss from heav;y watering. A consider-
able saving of this material has undoubtedly resulted from
such a modification of practice and the cane has profited by
receiving small doses as required, instead of excessive
amounts at longer intervals.
3. Use of large quantities of nitrogenous fel'tilizer with
the seed:-Very gratif~'ing results have attended the use of
such fertilizing material as fish scrap and tankage with thp
seed during the past year 01' so, and this method of fertiliza-
tion seems to be growing in favor in lllany localities. As
tankage and fish scrap of good quality are ordinmily used,
there must necessarily be a limit to the quantity which ma;v
be applied in this manner economically-which limit would
vary with the depth and nature of the soil and with the rain-
fall. 'Vhen this material is thm'oughly sth-red up with the
soil of the seed bed, the most propel' conditions for nitrifica-
tion are produced and nih-ates must accumulate in the soil in
considerable quantities before the roots of the young cane are
sb.fficiently advanced to appropriate the supply. Heavy rains
01' irrigation, between the time of applying the fertilizing
material in the seed bed and the time when the young cane
begins to l'oot, would cause a dangel' of loss from the leach-
ing of nitl'ates. The percentage of loss would be materially
less with tankage and fish sCl'ap than with dried blood and
ammonium sulphate in mixed fertilizers applied in the same
way, the latter materials supplying the fugitive nitl'ate with
more rapidity than the former.
The statements made in regard to this manner of fertilizing
are not in the nature of a cl'iticisIU. as the excellent results
attained on seY(>ral plantations beal' the most substantia I
evidence of its value under certain conditions. The danger of
loss is merely pointed out when excessive quantities are used.
4. Applying total fertilizer for the nop in one application
to vel'y young cane:-If the nitrogen of the mixtlll'e is in the
form of nitrate of soda or other form readily nitl'ified such as
ammonium sulphate or dl'ied blood. a danger of loss would
become imminent from sueh pl'aetice. Recent tests conduded
at the Experiment Station and bearing on the rapidity of
nitrification of ammonium sulphate showed that 501 of the
nitrogen applied in such form was converted into a consti-
tuent part of nitrates within six weeks, and SO;? within follI'-
teen weeks. This degree of nitrification oC(,lll'red within a
soil which was kept very near the saturation point with water,
a ('ondition tending toward the retardation of nitrification.
In another experiment with dried blood it was found that 47
pel' cent of the nitrogen was convprted into nitrates during
a period of three months. It is thus sppn that if a fertilizer
containing ammonium sulphate is applied to young' cane of
one or two months' growth, thrpe 01' f(JIlI' months' later the
soil contains nearly all of the added nitrogen in a nitrified
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state, less that which has been appropriated by the young
plants, or washed out of the soil by irrigation 01' I'ains. If the
supply of nitrates is sufficiently small that it may all be taken
np by the young cane, then during the subsequent growth of
the crop the latter must rely entirely upon the nitrates pro-
duced from the original organic matter of the soil; if the sup-
. ply of nitrates fonned from the applied nitrogenous material
is largely in excess of the requirements of the young cane,
then there is a danger of loss by leaching. By applying the
mixed fertilizer in two or three applications a smaller quan-
tit." is added to the soil at one time and the nitrates produced
are not apt to be in excess of requirements. Regarding thi:"
point Mr. \Ym. Pullar, of the committee on fertilization,
writes: "I am stl'ongly in favor of frequent applications
where the rainfall is often excessive and where there is so
lUuch dangel' of loss b;y leaching. The extm cost of applying
is not so vel'y much and the results well wal'l'ant the ex-
pense."
5. Making late application of nitrogenous fertilizer and
prolonging maturity of the cane:-That late special dressings
of nitrate of soda, for instance, may stimulate the vegetative
fundions of the eane and retard ripening is too welf known
to be spoken of at any length, The best time to apply nitrate
and insure jnices of good pnrity is a question which must be
solved by experience nnder the separate conditions of each
plantation. Both the amounts and times at which nitrates
may be used to best advantage is infinenced in large measure
by the natUl'al nitrogen content of the soil and the size of tl\f~
average crop of the fields in question.
n. Using exeessive amounts of nih'ogen :-By applieatioll
of nitrogenous material to such an extent that a supply of
nih'ates is produeed within a soil above the aetual require-
ments of the (~ane not only makes a danger of loss through
leaehing imminent. but more of this element is taken up by
the cane than is needful. This would constitute a loss of
nitrogen which in some instantes had been added to the soil
in an expensive form.
7. '1'he use of nitrate of soda in (~onsiderable quantities on
fields receiving irrigation water of high salt eontent :-This
('anse of waste was refel'l'ed to at some length in the report
on fertilization presented at the last meeting of the Assoda-
tion, and is also discuss(>d in the report of. the Experiment
Rtation for the present year. In the latter bulletin figures
are given to show that in a test with excessive irrigations
(the water containing 200 grains of salt per gallon) a large
waste of nitrogen occurred within a very short time where
nitrates were applied and a eomparatively small loss in tlw
Aame length of time where ammonium sulphate or dried blood
were nAP'd. To eaeh of threp lysimetel's 10 gramR of nitrogen
were addl'd but ill dit1'erent fOI'lIlS, and the soils of the lysi-
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meters l'eceived irrigation sufliciently heavJ' to prevent serI-
ous aecumulations of salt. After four irrigations tIle nitro-
gen which had run to waste in the drainage waters was as
follows:
Nitrogen applied as nitrate of soda showed a loss of 80.49)6.
l.~itrogen applied as ammonium sulphate showed a loss of
6.79%.
Nitrogen applied as blood of soda showed a loss of 4.59;1'.
These figures will give an idea of the relative percentage
of loss of nitrogen in the different forms under heavy iniga-
tion. Salt when present in the soil in quantities sufficiently
low as to be of no serious injury to the cane, does not affect
the activity of the nitrifying organisms to such an extent as
to make the application of ammonium sulphate disadvantag~­
ous. On that account it is strongly recommended that where
soils low in nitrogen are receiving braekish il'l'igation, tlw
quantity of ammonium sulphate 01' organie matter (of good
form) in mixed fp1'tilizers be inereased, in order that the
quantity of nitrates applied as special dressings may be rna·
terially lessened. Ruch dressings of nitrate as are used under
SUCll conditions will remain a longer time in the soil if applied
after irrigating rather than before.
Potash.-vVith respect to potash the tendency has been to
increase the pereentage of this element in mixed fertilizers
during the last eouple of years and favorable results follow·
ing such change are reported from a number of plantations.
Mr. Pullar, of the committee, wl'ites:-"vVe have increasel1
the potasll content the past two years with good results and it
ought to he higher yet. I think." The sua:ar cane is a great
potash feeder, a faet whicl. has been amply demonstrated by
the cllemical analysis of its ash. The average amount of
potash used per ton of sugar grown with 15 varieties of cane
at the Experiment Rtation was 150 l)ollIIds. The comhinell
weight of the othel' so-called vital elements, nitrogen. phm;·
phoric acid, and lime, taken up by the cane averaged 10l
110unds pel' ton of sugar. Of the tl1l'ee varieties of cane. La·
haina, Rose Bamhoo, and Yellow Caledonia. which are most
commonly g-rown on tllese islands, the averag-e amount of
11ota8h taken up per ton of sug-ar produced was found to he
111.6 pounds. Of tllis amount about one-nlird would go to thl'
cane stalk and two-thirds to thE' leaf, a diffpl'ence in require·
nlPllts which is a most fodunatl' Cil'('Umst:lTIee, for through
plowing into thl' soil or burning the strinpings and wastl'
matters of thE' cane field. large amounts of this l'leml'nt m'p
eonsel'ved for futme use. Most of thp 11ota8h apnlied in fel'-
tilizprs for thp last crop was in tIl(' form of suhllwtp, vel'v
little being usei! flS ml1l'iate. Thl' cost of tIll' two fOJ'mR is
sliglltl~' in fa YO!' of thc mm'iate. althol1g-11 I1ni!PI' most eondi-
tions on these Islands tIlc sl11phatp ml1st provc the mor(' ('cono-
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mical of the two, through its superior fixing qualities and its
smaller depleting action on the lime of the soil.
The principal ways in which this element might be used
to least advantage would be as follows:
1. The application as muriate in districts of heavy or un-
certain rainfall :-As is well known the muriate is not so
quickly fixed in the soil as the sulphate and is more liable to
. waste. The same would hold true where heavy il'l'igation~
are applied, as for instance in the use of rather brackish
water. .
2. By applying large amounts of potash to lands poor in
lime:-Lime is essential to the most advantageous use of
potash and where the lime of a soil is very low it should be
augmented previous to the addition of potassic fertilizers.
3. 'l'hrough the use of potassium salts on heavy lands with-
out first using lime :-Potassium salts often have a tendency
to make clay soils more compact and on this account might
result in producing more injury than benefit even on soils
containing little potash. By iml)j'oving the mechanical con-
dition of such soils through a liberal application of lime ill
the caustic or slaked form, previous to the addition of potash,
the latter element may be rendered mOl'e serviceable.
Phosphoric Acid.-vYhile the tendeney has been to increasp
the percentage of potash in mixed fertilizers. the phosphori~
acid in many cases has been materially reduced. Phosphoric
acid has one advantage over other fertilizing ingredients
through its power of readily becoming fixed in the soil, and
very little of this element applied in its most soluble form
can be lost from the land during heavy rains or irrigation.
,"Yhen used in a soluble form in larger amounts than is re-
quired, through its insolubility following fixation, the E'xcess
remains in the soil to be drawn upon by futUI'e crops, and the
soil is correspondingly enriched as regards thp material.
\Vhile indispensable to the canE'. it is withdrawn in smaller
qnantities from the soil than is the case with thp other fer-
tilizing elements, about 15 pounds pCI' ton of sugaI' being tll('
average requirement for Lahaina and Rose Bamboo cane at
the Experiment Rtation. Tlw cane and Ipavps divide the
amount in almost equal proportions so that a laI'l:~e peI'c'entagt~
is returned to thp soil aftpI' haI'vpsting the crop. Unlike
potash. llOwevpr. tlw amount whic'h is j'pturned to the soil
through the burning of thp refuse of tlw field is clliefly in an
insoluble form and dol'S not possess an~' particular fertilizing
value. Hawaiian soils as a rule stand higll in phosphoric
acid, but the element is locked up in insoluble form~. The
object of adding phosphorie a(~id to tIl(' land, then. is not so
much for the purpose of incI'C'asing thp total stock of this
elenH'nt-sucll an increase would be infinitessimal-but to in-
('rcaAe the amount which will be available for the crop. The
greater the solubility of the form the more satisfactoI'Y should
..
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be the results. The value of insoluble forms varies chiefly
with the fineness of their mechanical division and the amount
of organic matter with which they are associated, both factors
influencing in large measure the rapidity of decomposition
and the resultant liberation of the phosphoric acid.
'While judicious fertilization has helped in large measure
to raise the average production of sugar pel' acre on these
Islands, it has not been the only factor influencing such in-
crease. 'l'he best results from fertilization have followed the
most careful cultivation, and when propel' conditions for the
latter have been wanting through scarcity of labor, fertilizers
have sometimes failed to respond in a satisfactory mannel'.
Again through drought or other unfavorable climatic condi-
tions, over which the plantation manager has no control, fer-
tilization has at times been more than counteracted by such
adverse circumstances. Mr. H. A. Baldwin, of the commit-
tee on fertilization, writes: "I doubt very much if fertilizing
does much good when there is a shortage of water, and in
fact it seems to result in the cane feeling such a shortage
more." This experience has been shared by a number of man-
agers at times who have had to contend with an insufficient
water supply. It is under such conditions that cultivation
would exert a potent influence, in lessening the evaporation
of water from the surface of the field during a dry spell, and
increasing the amount which might be used by the cane. The
use of organic nUUlmes that would materially increase the
humus content of the soil would add to its water holding
capacity and tend to diminish the evil effects of drought.
However, labor is not always plentiful enough to allow of
such thorough eultivation, and the supply of waste organic
matter from the mill and stables is too limited to spread
effectively over so wide an area. The plowing in of trash on
lands low in organic matter and where the absence of the
borer would make such a course practicable, would be of un-
questionable value in this connection.
The supply of labor may have a material effect on the man-
ner in which fertilizel's are applied, and managers feel that
they must consider the most economical use of a limited sup-
ply of labor as well as the most advantageous use of fer-
tilizers. Fertilization practices are modified accordingly in
ways whieh will best suit the conditions with which the plan-
tation has to contend. Mr. H. A. Baldwin, of the committee,
points this fact out in regard to applying all of the fertilizer
for the crop in one application, on account of labor consider-
ations. Mr. Baldwin writes: "I think that better results are
obtained when the fertilizer is applied in smaller doses two
or three times than in one application as we have done. We
have been obliged to put it on this way on account of short-
age in labor." 1\11'. Raldwin, however, adds nitrate to his land
as the cane seems to demand it so that the supply of nitrogen
[Vol. XXI.
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REPORT OF THE COMMITTEE ON "EXPERIMENTATJ
STATION."
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C. F. ECKART,
Chairman, Committee on Fertilization.
Honolulu. T. R" November 17th, 1902.
The committee on "Experimental Station" which reportetl
last year presented an account of the work done at the station
during the previous twelYe months. Such report should, ill
the opinion of the present committee, emanate from the direc-
tor exclusiYely, as 1)(' alone is responsible for and can give
an account of the work accomplished. In accordance with
this view and at our requ<:>st the director, Mr. C. F. Eckart,
llaS made a report to us. whirh is subjoined hereto, in whirh
h<:> very fully sperifies tlw rharart<:>r and extent of the work
done and the experim<:>nts carried out under his supervision,
and the committee now reporting does not include him, as
was the intention of the president.
The f'xperiments completed and now being followed up are
replete with interest for thf' sugar planter, and we take
pleasure in expressing th<:> opinion that Mr, Eckart is ably
('arrying out tIl(> wOl'k whirh Dr. Maxwell inaugurated. an']
llaS himself originated <:>xperimf'nts whirh are well calculated
to he of gl'<:>at value.
Some of the experimf'nts are perhaps of more practical in-
terest to tll0Sf' managing irl'igated plantations than to the>
manag<:>l's of plantations whose water supply. is entirQly de-
Dec., 1902.]
be dropped from further trial. The fact that beans, peas~
and lupines can gather from the air a store of valnable nitro-
gen, which when applied in fertilizers is the most expensive
element, should make green manuring a subject for careful
consideration in many localities.
The chemical analysis of Mauritius bean vines at the Ex-
periment Station, where conditions were found to be very
favorable for their thrifty growth showed the following
quantities of the various elements to have been taken up by
the plants:
In Roots and Vines per Acre.
Total Mineral Matter , , .1294.48 lbs.
Nitrogen . . ", .. , ".... 290.43 "
Phosphoric Acid .,., ,., , ,.. 43.97"
Lime . . " ... , , .. ,............ 159.82 "
Potash . , , .. " ",., ..... ",.... 143.19 "
These beans were planted at the end of October and plowed
in during' the middle of February, at which time the green
pods were beginning to form. This species of the legume
does well with little water, vines growing luxuriantly at the
station for the last year and a half without irrigation.
Respectfully submitted,
..
pendent on the rainfall, but on the whole they are well worth.y
of study by all who have to do with the cultivation of sugar
cane.· Apart from the irrigation experiments there are being
carried along interesting experiments in fertilization, strip-
ping and other agricultural operations, besides which a large
assortment of canes-many of them strangers to Hawaiian
plantations-are being carefully raised and when grown are
scientifically compared as to weight, sucrose content, etc.,
with the better known canes, and their value thus determined.
·We think it will be found that thel'e are several varieties
of cane at the station which will proye most acceptable addi-
tions to the somewhat limited number of species to which
our plantations have. for so long confined themselves. Just
as the Yellow Caledonia has, oli many plantations, supplanted
the Lahaina and Rose Bamboo so it is quite likely there will
be found at the station a cane or canes even mOl'e desirable
than the Yellow Caledonia promises to be.
The director points out in his report on "Vayieties of
Cane" that the tests made at the station "cannot be taken
as a standardpf comparison in sections of the Islands where
radically different climatic conditions prevail," and he sug-
gests that promising varieties should be sent to different
localities there to undergo further test. Your committee re-
gards this as an eminently practical suggestion which should
be acted upon, and it believes that every plantation should
have a cane nursery where experiments with different varie-
ties of cane might be conducted independently of those cal'ried
on in the Association's station, and comparisons of results in
different localities might then be made with much profit.
'We reg'l'etted to observe that at the station, as on several
of our plantations, thel'e is a considerable amount of blight
and insect pest on some of the cane, so that in sending a wa,Y
seed the director purposes to exercise the greatest care and
to allow none to leave the gardens until sufficient time has
elapsed for the development of any larvae they may contain,
and not then except after thorough fumigation, so that there
may be no possibility of conveying to any plantation undesir-
able insects or diseases.
It is noteworthJ' that some canes appeal' to ofIeI' consider-
ably less attraction to such destructive insects as the "leaf-
hopper" than do others, and we would like to see very careful
observations made both by the director and by our entomolo-
-gists into this important subject, for, needless to say, if we
(~an raise a cane which is a desirable sugar producer and at
the same time not liable to the attacks of insects, the gain
will be immense.
In the laboratory, as in the field, your committee found that
intelligent conduct of the business of the station which malws
it of so much value, and we wel'C pleased to be informed that
there has been a large increase in the number of soil and fer-
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Honolulu. Nov~:fnb('r 13, 1902.
To 'l'Hg PRI'JSIDEN'l' AXD MFDlRERS OF 'l'HE HAWAIIAN SUGAR
SUGAR PLANTERS' ASSOCIATION.
(h:N'l'.LE~mN:-\Yith \'('gaJ'd to work of the Experiment Sta-
tion for the J'cm' 1902, I beg to submit the following report:
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tilizer analyses made during the past year, which is satisfac-
tory evidence of the growing belief in the value of our labora-
tories. \Ve were also pleased to learn that some of th~
younger' men who have recently gone into sugar making on
plantations are availing themselves of our laboratory during
the "off season" for the purpose of familiarizing themselves
with the chemistry of sugar manufacture and the ordinary
methods of soil analyses, etc., etc. So far as it is possible
for the Association's chemists to impart instruction without
interference with the proper discharge of their particular
duties we are disposed to encourage the use of the laboratory
by a limited number of students for whose instruction a fee
should be charged, a part of which should go to the instruct-
ing chemist and a part to the Association for the use of its
laboratory, etc.
'l'he cost of operating the Experimental Station for the
year ending October 31 last was $11,002.46 as detailed in the
annexed statement of the director. vVe regard this expendi-
ture as very reasonable when compared with the results at-
tained and the advantage to the sugar industry afforded b.r
this station, and as fertilizer manufacturers contribut~ fees
for analyses the net cost of operating the station is quite
modest.
At present there m'e two assistant chemists. but as there
is an increasing numher of analyses the director desires to
secure the serviees of a third assistant. and we recommend
that he be allowed to engage such additional assistance for
so long as it may be required.
In conclusion we take pleasme in testifying to the con-
scientious and intelligent direction of the Experimental Sta-
tion, both in field and laboratory. and we suggest that plan-
tation managers and others interested in the sugar industry
should not fail to visit ihe station whenever opportunity
affords, as there is always much of interest to be seen there
and the gain to both managers and director by the more fre-
quent interchange of ideas and experiences can be productive
only of good to the industry. We also desire to draw the
attention of all memhers of the Association to the printed
report of th(' director on the work of the Experimental Sta-
tion and laboratories for the past yem·.
F. M. SWANZY.
F. A. SCHAEFER,
W. M. GIFFARD.
..
"---The Experiment Station field is divided into plats on which
are conducted experiments which may be characterized as
follows:
Stripping Experimellts:-'-Four plats of Lahaina cane plant-
ed July 27th, 1901 and grown under identical conditions ex-
cept with regard to stripping. The plats are designated as
follows:
Plat I-No l:ltripping.
.. 2-0ne stripping; June, 1901.
" 3-Two stl'ippings; March and October, 1902.
•, 4-Three stl'ippings; March, August and November,
1902.
1'he cane in these experiments will be harvested in May,
1903.
ll'l'igation Experiments:-This sedes of tests is being COIl-
ducteo. to note the effect of different volumes of water applied
at varying intervals. The cane was planted in June, 1901,
and will be taken off in May of next year.
4 rows are receiving three inches of water pel' week.
S rows, 2 inches pel' week.
S rows, 1 inch per week.
3 rows, 3 inches every three weeks.
3 rows, 2 inches every two weeks.
Daily readings are taken of the soil moisture in these tests
with a :iloil hygrometer, the electrodes of which are placed at
a depth of one foot in the furrow.
Fertilization Experiments :-'l'hese are twenty-six in num
bel' and cover a variety of tests, the object being to determine
through the application of varying quantities of the different
fertilizing ingredients, the most suitable forms and economi-
cal mixtures. As far as laboratory facilities will allow, :l
study will be made as to the amounts of the elements that
have been taken up by the cane on the respective plats. The
experiments were started on June 27th, 1901 and the cane will
be harvested in May, 1903.
Salt Experiments :-Six plats of cane are being irrigated
with water containing 200 grains of salt per U. S. gallon. An
investigation will be made as to the effect of ground coral
and gypsum on the growth of cane irrigated with salt watel',
as well as to the most suitable form of nitrogen to apply as
a fertilizer under such conditions. Thoese tests will be con·
eluded in 1904.
Four plats are receiving irrigation water containing vary·
ing amounts of salt; 50, 100, 150, and 200 grains per gallon
being the respective quantities. These tests were started to
determine the effect of brackish irrigation on the growth of
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cane and the quality of the juice. The cane on these plats
wi.H be cut in May, 1903.
One Yeal' Experiments:-Two plats, one of Lahaina cane
and the other of Rose Bamboo were planted in February, 1901,
rattooned February, 1902, and will be replanted in February,
1903, the last harvesting will occur in February, 1904. The
object of this experiment is to compare the total yield of three
one:year Cl'OPS with two ordinary erops of these varieties.
Variety Experiments:-Seventeen varieties of cane were
planted on June 5th, of this year and will be subjected to the
same conditions as regards irrigation, fertilization, etc. in
order that their relative productive value may be determined.
The val'ieties represented in these experiments are:-
1. Striped Singapore.
2. Big Ribbon.
3. YeHow Caledonia.
4. White Bamboo.
5 Yellow Bamboo.
li. Demerara No. 117.
7. Demerara No. 95.
8. Demerara No. 74.
9. Queensland 8 A.
10. Queensland 7.
11. Queensland 4.
12. Queensland 1.
13. La Purple.
14. La Striped.
15. Tiboo Merd.
16. Gee Gow.
17. Cavengerie.
New Varieties:-Twent;y-six new varieties are being grown
for seed to be used in future experiments. They are as fol-
lows:
1. Queensland B No.
2. " B
3.
4.
5.
6.
•
I,ABORA'rORY WORK.
The work of the laboratory during the past year may be
summarized as follows:
Ramples analyzed between November 1st, 1901 and Novem-
ber 1st, 1902:
Soils 91
Fertilizers-from Plantations 229
From Experiment Station 10
Waters 179
Cane Juices 31
Cane Fibres 6
Cane A.sh 56
l\folasses . 3
Miscellaneous . 9
..
1902.
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1901.
189
1900.
75
116.
145.
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Total 614
The number of fertilizer and soil samples received by the
laboratory for analysis showed a considerable increase over
the number received during the preceding year.
The findings of the laboratory showed a shortag-e of ap-
proximately $9,000 in the guaranteed value of fertilizers. This
indicates a material improvement over former years as will
be noted from the following figures:
Year.
Fertilizer samples received .
Difference between ;valuation of
Manufacturer and Experiment
Stations . . $12,000 $11.000 $ll,OOO
During the past year the total number of samples received
by the laboratory for analysis was 614 as compm:ed with 44ll
samples received during the preceding year. As duplicah>
analyses are made of samples with but few exceptions, the in-
creased amount of work in the laboratory may be represented
18. Demerara
19. . "
20. Rappoe.
21. Dark Bamboo.
22. Daniel Dupont.
23. Unknown.
24. Striped Tip.
25. Bangan.
26. Badilla.
Lysimeter Experiments:-Fourteen of these experiments
were concluded during the past year, yielding data on thl!
relative solubilities of the soil elements in fresh and salt
water; the influence of salt liln the nitrification of nitro-
genous fertilizers, the fixing power of fertilizing elements;
and the limit to the· amount of salt in a soil which will permit
the growth of cane.
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by approximately 330 analyses. In the judgm~nt of the
director, the numbel' of laboratory assistants should be in-
creased by one additional chemist to better meet the increased
demands on such branch of the Experiment Station. This
would allow more prompt reports on soils and fertilizers and
at the same time permit the execution of more experimental
work.
Reports:-Two reports have been issued by the Expel'iment
Station during the current year as follows:
(1) Precautions to be observed with regard to cane im-
portations.
(2); Work of the Hawaiian Experiment Station.
Respectfully submitted,
C. F. ECKAR'.r, Director.
In May of the present year I furnished Mr. C. F. Eckart.
Director of the Experiment Station ,,,ith a short account of
all the insects known to attack cane in this country, and also
mentioned some of the worst enemies found in other' coun-
tries, the importation of which is particularly to be gnal'ded
against. Since that account was published I have received'
at yal'ious times, and from different plantations, samples of
cane attacked by one or more of tlie speeies therein enumer-
ated, and on these I 'shall add some further remarks, since no
new enemy of any great import has since been forwarded for
examination.
At the end of this paper is subjoined a list of the insects
injurious to cane taken from my former paper and ih which
the scientific names of the various species are, when possible,
given and to which reference must be made for these names.
since only the popular ones are used in this account.
TIle leaf-hopper of the rane. (Bug (1) of list).
This small insect is highly inj11l'ious to cane and its destJ'\H"
tiveness threatens to exceed that of the canE' horer heetle (1)
of list. Its habits appeal' to he quite idE'ntkal with thosE' of
a pest well known in the cane-fiE'lds of Java, hnt whether thp
inlSerts belong to the same speries is very doubtful. (~ee
Note A below). ~pecimens of the llawaiian insect have heen
sent both to Washingtoll and to England for examination,
hut unless identiral with 01lE' of the several cane-infE'sting
speries, it is not very likely to he known to scientists, since
it belongs to an ohscure and unattraetive group of insects
yeJ'y little colle<'ted or Rtudied in tropiral countries, wIwre
there is usually an ahundance of more showy creatureI'.
The worst leaf-hopper of Jaya (for that country has Revera 1
species), does not appeal' to he a native of that country but to
•
have been imported fl'om Celebes, and whence the Hawaiian
insect was accidently imported is at present unknown. It is
of the first importance to find out the native country of our
species if it can be learned, for unhappily it may be necessary
to specially send in search of its natural enemies or parasites,
and for this reason specimens have been sent to those most
likely to be able to furnish information on this point.
Even should this most desirable information not be forth-
coming, yet natural enemies may .yet be procured. Certain
lady birds inhabiting Aust!'alia, and no doubt other countries,
are known to prey on leaf-hoppers, and some of these are
probably not particular as to the exact speeies of leaf-hopper
they attack. \Vith internal parasites, however, unless pro-
cured from the species of leaf-hopper here IH'esent, or from
some very similar species, there is little chance of success,
and for these parasites the native home of the leaf-hopper
must be first discovered.
There is at the present time one enemy of the leaf-hopper,
which is of considerable importance. This was first found in
the gardens in Honolulu, as a rare insed, seven years ago,
and it was no doubt aceidentally imported some few years
before that time. It would naturally take some time to in-
crease from one or two accidentally introduced individuals to
such' numbers as to become noticeable.
This insect belongs to the same group as the best-known of
the so-called "Kissing-bugs," of which the mainland papers of
a few years ago contained sensational reports. When mature
it is rather a showy insect, green and red, and with a rather
strong recurved bealc It is certainly an Ameriiian insect.
because it belongs to a group which is American only, but it
apparently has not yet been collected there, and is conse-
quentlY' fil'St described (under the name of Belns pcregrinlls)
from these Islands, although evidently a recent importation
from the mainland. This bug is a very general feeder~ prey-
ing on many other insects besides leaf-hoppers. It may some-
times be seen on citrus trees with one of the lady birds, whicll
preys on the aphis of these tI'ees. transfixed on its beak, while
it is itself at times an eater of aphis.
Nearly every sample of cane badly infested with "hoppel'''
that has been sent to me has contained specinwns of these
predatory bugs, and Mr. Andrew Adams informs me in a letter
that "the Kissing-bugs appeared in large n ull1bers." follow-
ing the attack of the leaf-hoppers this summer at Kahuku.
Aggravating as it may be to the grower of orange and lilll/'
trees to see this bug sucking the jui(:es of the lady-birds whkh
would quickly rid the young shoots of the se:u;onal HWaJ'lIlA
of aphis, yet on the whole it must he eonsidered henefi('ial
and in the ('ane-fieldA is unqucstionahly of vCl'y great valuc.
The only other enemies of the Ipaf-hoppel' are the V:ll'iOllH
spiders which swumI in some ('ane-fields, and in their webs
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many of this pest may be seen entangled. Possibly too the,)'
may be eaten by the earwigs which also are sometimes com-
mon on badly affected cane.
At present the leaf-hopper is only known to be present (HI
Oahu and Kauai, on the fOl'Iller island indeed it is now ubi·
quitous. As the mature insect can fiy fairly well, it is certaiil
to spread over the whole of any island, where it has once
established itself. By natural means, however, it would lw
vpry unlikely to cross the channels between the differPII t:
islands, and its establishment on the windward islands i"
only likely to be brought about by means of the inter-island
traffic. Certainly the utmost care should be taken to prevent
its being carried to these Islands, if it has not already bePII
established there, and it is very desirable that information 011
this point should be obtained.
'I.'he signs of ~eaf-hopper attack, when the insects become
numerous, are vel'y characteristic, on account of the minuU~
red or brown discolorations where the leaf is pundmed, and
by large patches of the red color. extending sometimes OYI~l'
the greater pat't of the smface. In bad attacks too the can(\
becomes blackened with the usual fungoid growth on the
excretions of the insects, but the blackness follows also bad
attacks of aphis and other inseds, and so does not aloIl!'
'absolutely prove the presence of leaf-hopper, as do the )'ed
discolorations.
(See note A below for eOlllparison of halJits of .Ja nllwse
species,)
Formerly I supposed that the eggs wel'e laid only ill thl'
leaf. in the usual. chamber excavated hy the oviposetor of
the female beneath the sul'fal'p. I have silH"e found, howevpJ'.
that their egg chambers at'e sometimps found ill l'xtraoJ'dinaJ'y
numbers in the stems of the ('ane. Therefore n singh' si"i('k
of cane taken from Oahu OJ' Kauai to otllPr of tIl(' islands,
unless rigidly examined. may ('ontain enough hoppers ill em·
bryo to thoroughly stock these. Hence too the omission of
le~lYes in packing seed cane is no prpcaution against the in-
trodudion of forf'ign leaf-hoppel's of similar habits to tIl(' on"
already here, as we had supposed.
As a matter of fa('t, it was in examining sonw ('ane imported
from Queensland th:1t I first beeanH' awarp of this habit of
the leaf-hopper in laying its ('gg'S in thl' stpm as w(\ll as t]w
leaf. This sped ('ane was examined hy 11](' on its arrival. and
at first sight appem·pd ahsolutely fret' f)'om pests. Ea('!1
pfe('e was wrapped spparntply in ('lean papPI' and papPI' only
was used in packing. In sevel'al of the pieces the minutp
egg-chamlwr scars were found in g'rpat numhers, in somp Ipss
numel'ously. though the~' ('ould only he seen at all wh('n t]w
mi('ros('opie fun~lls 01' mould whieh had ~!'o,vn on th(' sl1\'fa('p
had been rubhed off. Tlwse (~hamb(,l's ('oni"ained man:" healtli\'
eggs. and a few ,vonng inseds wc!'!' 1)\'esplIt whieh hall hatl'lipd·
..
,.
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on t11e journey. vVith much I'egret it was decided to destroy
this fine seed-cane, because, (1) after treatment with hydro-
cyanic gas other young ones hatched next day from the suh-
cuticular chambers; and (2) in their immature state the iden-
tity of the Queensland species with the one here could not
possibly be determined. No doubt they might have been
reared to maturity in captivity and their identity or otherwis'~
established, but long before they could have reached thiR
stage the seed-cane would have been dead.
It is highly expedient that if new varieties of cane are to be
introduced systematic experiments should be carried out with
the hydrocyanic gas or other treatments to establish (1) how
severe or prolonged a treatment the average seed-cane will
stand without injury; (2) how severe a treatment is necessary
to kill the most hardy internal-feeding insect, a good example
being the larva and beetle of the island cane-borer.
As other cane-borers. in many ways similar' to our own and
fully as injurious as this. or even more so. are known in other
countries. and one of these was found in cane imported from
Demerara by Prof. Koebele. as he brought to your attention
a year ago. the importance of subjecting all imported cane
to treatment sufficient to kill these. provided such treatment
will not injure the cane. is evident. Badly infected cane like
the Demerara sample would naturally be destroyed even on
casual inspection. hut cane containing a few minute larvae
of a borer would probably show no external signs of attack.
and yet these might be Rufficient to stock the whole islands
with a destructive pest.
To return to the leaf-hopper. there is little doubt that iti'l
destructiveness will vary very milch with the locality and
according to the season, and it is by no means certain that it
has as yet, even on Oahu multiplied to the fullest extent, for
it is certainly, comparatively speaking. a recent introduction
into the islands. The loss it occasions on some plantations
is already v.ery considerable. and it is probable that natural
enemies will have to be sought for it.
If the leaf-hopper of Queensland. found in the seed-can(>
ahove mentioned which was destroyed. is the same as the
one llere. and yet does no damage' in that country. it very
prohably has naturalized enemies there which keep' it in
check.
It may be, however, that theJ'e too it is only a recent intl'o-
dudion (affecting as it did a special cane marked "MauritiuR
seedling"), or different climatic conditions may prevent its
undue increase.
In the hope of obtaining some information on this point.
inquiry haR already be('n made by :Mr. French. the Govern-
ment Entomologist of Victoria, who. if not able to supply
this himself, may be able to put us in communication with
others who can.
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In my former report I expressed a decided opinion that the
cane-borer was introduced iIito these Islands and not indige-
nous. I am now aple to show how easily this may have bt·.'n
done. A few months ago a large number of cocoanuts were
imported from Samoa for seed. These on superficial inspee-
tion appeared to be nearly all free from insect attack, but
careful examination of the intel'ior of the woody drupe, and
of the parts adjoining the adherent calyx revealed a small
fauna of insects. In a paper (as yet unpublished) I have
enumerated over thirty species of insects obtained fl'om :his
consignment of cocoanuts alone, and no doubt not less than
fifty different kinds were present, counting minute larvu("
which could not be identified and other species so slllall that
they could not be found after the cocoanuts had been tl'~"ttl!tl
for their destruction. Amongst these our cane-borer waH ('OIl
spicuous, many old and young larvae, as well as perfeC'tJ;y
developed male and female beetles being present. As it i;,;
certain that seed cocoanuts have been in the past more 1i1all
once imported from Samoa, Fiji and Tahiti (all inhabited ty
the borer), without any critical examination, it il:l qui ll~ pl'ob-
able that the borer was introduced in this way. In the l:::lamoa
cocoanuts at least three other boring beetles were prl~l:leDt,
any of which might very likely attack cane, and the ,Fijiau
nuts were by no means free from insect attack. In the earth
adherent to the bark of some of these nuts larvae of a beetle
allied to our so-called "Japanese beetle" were also presellt.
It may be noted that many palms, as well as some gnl:-,seR
and bananas are likely to bring insects injurious to caul:'.
As matters stand, Territorial legislation is very necessary
to guard against injurious insects which might be impol'teJ
from the various States, as well as stringent rules in the casp .
of importations fl'om outside countries. In no case whatever
should plants be allowed to be imported with soil, as is so
commonly done. Moss wrapped around, or some substitute
for this, wrapped round the roots is far preferable, but even
this often requires tre~ltment, being frequently alive with
various insects. Seed-cane should be wrapped each piece
separately, in dean paper, for although even this is no preven.
tative against borers 01' certain leaf·hoppers, yet it exclll ~eH
a number of species, which attack the leaves and tops. '1",1
latter should never be used for packing material. For ":illp
a small but properly construeted fumigating house miglit IlP
built at the Experiment IMation, which would not only be hf
use for cane imported from without, but also for seed cane
Rent fl'om the station to the other islands.
Mr. Adams, whom I have quoted above reRpeeting tllP leaf-
hopper, has written me the following notl' coneerning- t;;('
':
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JAL'ANJCl:lI' BEWl'LEl:l. (Beetle ~5) of list.)
~lOLE-lJRlCKE·l'. (Cricket ~1) of list.)
In one instance on Oallu this beetle was reported to be eat-
ing the lea \'es of cane and doing some damage. It was proposed
to spray witll poison, but I llave not heard as to the result. No
doubt tIle attack was accidental, the earth probably being
fnll of larvae at the time the cane was planted, and the beetles
]'psulting, \vere forced to feed on this in tIle absence of some
of the COllllllon weeds which are amongst their natural foods.
II
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On Kallllku Plantation, 1\11'. AdaUls writes me:
"A l:llllall fivp acre portion of one field is badly infesteu
with 1\1ole-(·L'ieket. This piece of land is separated from a
rice plantation by a drainage ditch and requires little irriga-
tion. After planting this year only about 25% of the cane
(~all1e up. In Ulany furrows no cane at all appeared. On
pX:illlining the seed it was found that the eyes were eaten
otf by the 1\1ole-eriekets. 'l'he piece was replanted with the
sallie result. "'e replanted a second time. 'l'his time the seed
('anI's werpplaeed in the tops and along the sides of the hills
with ahout half the l:leed above ground at an angle of about 43
degreps. As fast as the eyes above ground developed the
('anI'S Wpl'p (~overed thinly witll soil until they were well de·
veloped. 'l'he field now has a good stand of cane upon it. The
adjn('pnt rice fields are apparently not affected."
dn Ewa Plantation, Mr, E. D. Tenney wrote to me of a
:-imilal'1y J'(~strided attack and samples of pane sent wert:
quill' I'iodled with burrows formed by the cl'ieket. '1'1]('
"I'i<-kI'1H 1hl'1II81'lves were all immature, the wings being only
jl:ll,n~' (}l'vplojlPd, in fa('t in the pennltimate stage. I believe
II\(, a tt:\('kH of tIl(' Mole'('I'i('ket on ('anI' to be ]lurely aecidental.
'!'I\(,il' honl(' iH in (':Il1p·fields generally along the ditehes, and
tl\('y :I 1'1' pi1h('1' (hin'u fl'oll\ 1111'1'(' hy ex('essivl' floods, 01' per-
borer on Kahuku Plantation, and his note on this, as well a,;
that on tbe mole-cridwt given below, is of much inteL'(~:':I.
"This year we tried killing off borer beetles in one field 011
a wholesale plan and the experiment was successful. One (If
the Kahuku fieldl:l nlOl:lt damaged' by borer was a small piece
of about ~5 acrel:l in area. The field was cut in Ma.y of "".;:';
year and the trash allowed to remain on the ground. Fre-
quent showers l:ltimulated a lleavy growtll of rattoons. fi~arly
in September, when the rattoon were four and five joi1'1:;
high we bumed off tIle trash and examined the field. III thl'
tiI-st sheaf opened were found six dead beetles, in the next
foul', in tIle next l:lix. 'l'lle same conditions prevailed through
the field. 'l'he canes were found l:lpotted with eggs and weJ'(~
cut down witll hoes, raked into piles and burned."
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Beetles-
(1) '1'he cane-borer (Sphenophorus obscurus).
{2) Long-horned Beetle, {Aegosoma retiexum).
\~) Small borel', {Hypothenemus sp-).
(4) Nitidulid Beetle, (Haptoucus sp?).
(5) .Japanese Beetle, (Adoretus umbrosis).
Caterpillars-
(1) Omiodes ae:wpta and probably the very closely allied
species.
{2) O. epicentI'a.
(:~) '1'hp "peplua" (Spodoptera mauriyia).
Flies-
(1) FOIll'-b:llHled fly (Fam. Ortalidae, perhaps Euxesta an-
nonae).
Crickets, Etc.-
\1) l\fol<'-niekpt (flryllotalpa africana).
(2) Short-hm'ner g'r:u,shoppl'r, (Oxya. velox).
(:~) Long-hOl'nl'd gmsshopppr, {Xiphidiml1 fuscum).
Bug's-
{I-and 2) Leaf-hoppers (2 SPl'eics) (Fulgoridae).
(:~) Plant-lonse, (Aphis sp'?).
(4) M()aly-hng, {Daetylopins sp't).
Note "A."
\
Cane infested with leaf-hopper on Kauai was at the same
time badly affected with caterpillars, (Caterpillars No. 1 of
list.) '1'hese were found in numbers in the young leaves of the
tops, pating into and fouling these with their excrements.
None of those kept for breeding were affected by parasites.
haps sometimes from their drying up. In such cases they
emigrate into places in the adjoining fields where the moisture
is suitable and the cane is attacked by them as a rule only
as it interferes with their subterranean passages. The Mon-
goose preys freely on these as it does on roaches, but I know
of no other enemy. No doubt they could be largely exter-
minated by prolonged flooding of an affected field, for they
could easily be collected and killed when driven from their
burrows in this manner. Probahly too, they could be destroy-
ed by the use of mineral poisons. I believe the insect was
reported on by Prof. Koebele some years ago, but I have not
the report to hand. It is referred to in Kruger's work from
which I have quoted below. (Note B.)
R. C. L. PEltKINS.
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REPORT ON FORESTRY.
:W. Kruger in his work "Das Zuckerrohr und seine Kulturt
separates the tlll'ee Hpeciel:l of Javanese leaf-boppers by the
lengtb of tbe wings in tbe table of species thel'e given.
If I understanll. his description l'igbtly, the Hawaiian insect
cau be none of these. '.I.'hel'e is, bowever, confusion in two
parts of tbe wol'1~ in these descriptions, tor in one the most
injurious species with babits like ours is said to have uni-
formly dark ,;dugs ~p. :344), and in another to be only spotted
with dark (p. :312). It is thel'efore to be regretted tbat till:
paper containiug tbe original descriptions is not to be pro
cured in this country, for this would bave sayed the delay
necessitated b;y sending away specimens for identification.
Krugel"s account of the habits of the Dicmnotropis 'v(tstatriilJ
agrees well with those of our leaf-hoppel'.
"Lebt in Gemeinscba£t mit den Larven zahlreich haupt-
sachlicb biuter den Blattscheiden des Zuckerrohrs und sticht
diese und die Blattnerven au" ;;.•, Die Umgebli"ug des
Sticbes farbt sich rot odeI' braunrot," etc.
Note "B."
'.I.'he brief account gi,'en by Kl'ugel' of the attack of tlH~
mole-cricket on Oahu reminds me of that obsel'ved by Mr.
Adams at Kahuku. I believe Kruger's account is based on
observations made some yem's ago by Prof. Koebele at "'ai-
manalo. He says: "Auch yon Oahu wil'd das Auftl'eten
einel' Gryllotalpa~U't in grosser Menge in Fenchten Distl'ukten
yermeldef, die dadureh erheblich schadet, dass sic sich in die
fl'isch ausgelegten Stecklinge bohrt, alll:h die Augen dersel·
ben ab-und die jllngen Sprosse untel' dem Boden anfrisst.
so das die l'lianzen traufig absterben." Flooding the field and
killing tl\(' ('riekds is the remedy suggested.
In tbe sample spnt from Ewa the eyes were not specially
attackpd, but each piece of cane was much excavated by the
borings and the borings were coated with mud carried into
tbem.
N ovembel' 15th, 1902.
(}gNTLICl\lEN :-In tendering you the following report on
fOl'e8tr,\', I beg to cbiefly confine my remarks to the present
(~()lIdition of that large forest area in Hamakua district wbich
suffered so sevel'ely by the disastrous fire of 1901. This fire
started on the 3rd of July and burned more OJ' less rapill
until adabel', when after many attempts and much labor
.expended to suppress its rayages, it finally succumbed to the
influence of heavy rain-storms then setting in. Not, however.
until many thousands of a.cres had heen destroyed and in
s('veral plael's- large areas hl1l'ned a Aeeond tinw dm'ing thow'
lllonthH of drought.
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At the time much conjecture existed, as to what would be
the issue of such a fire in the forest after cooling off. To all
appearance during the burn, indications pointed that the sur-
face soil and humus would be entirely destroyed, although
happily this has not been the result. The species of trees
chiefly in evidence are Ohia, Opeko, with frequently a Koa
dotted amongst them, underbrush of Aeae-vine and ferns in
variety. Where ferns and vines grew thickly the fire passed
rapidly along on the surface scorching everything in its path,
but from the shade afforded by such undergrowth, and the
root-system of Ohia and Koa being deeper than most of Ha-
waiian trees little or no underground' burning followed, other
than where fallen logs or de<.:ayed trees afforded material for
a blaze; which lasted sufficiently long to heat up th~ surround-
ing soil.
rrh~ Ohia as a rule when felled by axe or saw, is the pro-
ducer of vigorous coppice, although, in this instance I regret
to report no indication of such a source of reproduction. The
boles of many trees have been examined but in not a single
instance could I find an eye with life, although, the past
season has been all the forester could desire, for both moisture
and temperature. \Vith Koa and other varieties of timber
throughout the burn similar conditions exist. Although, but
a small area of the burned forest was traversed by me, I feel
satisfied that for reproduction either by seedling or coppice,
without artificial aid, there is but little, if any, hope.
_ Looking from an elevated position over this burned forest,
offers a sight to be deplored, not a single gl'een leaf is to be
seen on each 2000 trees now standing' throughout the burn;
rather conveying the idea of a decidious forest in mid-winter,
than the field of a year ago covered with tropical vegetation
and healthy trees.
It is surprising to see how quickly the surface is becoming
covered with weeds and grass, but of a class not favorable
to the growth of tree seedlings whose life germs may be hid-
den underneath. Ageratum, Verbena, "Honohono" and "Hilo-
grass" strive for supremacy. Traces of tree seedlings were
eagerly and repeatedly looked for, although, I failed to find
a single sprout on all of the surface examined. In this I wrrs
deeply disappointed, as I hoped to find on such a clean surface
numerous seedlings that would be enabled to sprout and keep
pace with the surrounding growth. It is evident that with
1'1Ilch intense heat during the burn, the germinating qualitieil
of seed in soil has been destroyed, and much of last year's
seed crop still remained on the trees while the burn was at
its height. In this class of forest there are but few. if any,
winged seeds, while the birds fl'equenting these elevations are
honey-suckers thus offering no immediate prospects of natural
I'('production being hastenf'd from those sources. other than
what se(~d may be carriE'd by the winds for a short distance
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in the neighborhood of narrow belt yet remaining, of health,}
forest.
Facing the question wllich confronts us? Is it Ilseless to
assist in renewing this forest, 01' look on and see it disappeal'~
as large areas of the natural forest has aIr'eady done. It takes
little of forest knowledge to see that there is but a very few
years and a less number of hundred feet in margin belt of
forest, between the bare plains and the plantations of Hama-
kua Mill Co., Kukaiau Plantation and Ookala Sugar Co.'s
lands.
Some thousands of acres are now staked off as homestead
lots in the forest immediately above the lands now settled
on, which in a great many cases are already cleared of their
timber trees, 01' where not enthely denuded the trees have
been so sey'erely root and bl'anch trimmed that the~' look mOl'e
dead and alive. The bulk of the forest burned, is Govern-
ment property in which case it seems something should be
done, and that cannot be done too early to CI'eate a reserve
on at least part of the forest land, so that the high taxable
value of adjoining agricultural land may be maintained.
'rhere never has been a better opportunity offered than now,
for intl'oducing on this stretch of country, a mixed plantatioJI
of native and exotic trees. The surface in many parts is clear
of vegetation which would arrest the growth of young trees,
while in a short time thh; will not be so, as Hilo grass will
predominate. Horses and cattle run losely over the land and
anything in the shape of fel'n growth, the natural nursery for
tree seedlings, will be quickly destroyed by those animals.
First aims should then be, to have, whatever aI'ea may be
set aside for forest, strongly fenced off, and cattle, 01' stock
removed.
Planting of trees to say the least of it is expensive, although
at the present time on this land much could be done by seed
distribution. The soil is wonderfully rich and by discrimina-
tion in seed seleetion many paI'ts could be reforested, with but
little expense. '1'he use of a small plow and two animals to
scratch furrows say 8 01' 10 feet apart, followed by a man
with hand seed box, who could deposit seeds 4 to G feet apart
in those furrows is a method bv which a thiek forest could
quickly be established if done n~w. In a year hence vegetu-
tion will be so dense that suecessful use of a plow will be
impracticable and the only method available will be plantiu;.{
of trees, by hand, at a gl'eat expense pel' acre.
As already noted the bulk of forest lands are still under
Government control, while it lies in the hands of that body,
to preserve and renew at least, part of the large tract destroy-
ed. ·Depletion of the forests at some distant date means tIll'
ruin of this country, for although, SOIlle consideration has
been bestowed on tree preservation in the laws rel:\ting" to
homesteads it is not enough, the number of trees is not sum-
I
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REPORT ON FORESTRY.
'L'o 'l'lm TItUS'rims A);'D l\1r~;)1BImS OF 'rilE HAWAIIAN SUGAn
PLAX'J'IDItS' ASSOCIA'l'IO~.
"l}folAIt Sms:-Having had no opportunity of meeting tlll~
other members of your committee on forestry. I shall make
snch observations as personally occur to me, as important
enough to engage your attention.
'1'he question of forestry presents many phases and having
been so much wrjtten upon in times past, it seems ditlicult to
}lrpsent anything new, but as nature and things are ever-
('hanging and upsetting man's theories, we may learn some·
thing from theories thus correl'ted, as well as from theorie::l
woved to be incorrect by experienee.
It may be wise to lay aside some of the disputed points as
to the blessings of a forest, as there are enough undisputed
points fo justify their produdion and preservation and con-
HII(' ourselves to the most prompt, economical and profitable
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dent. "Where a land owner finds a tree interferes with his
crop it is destroyed and the few left for shelter or shade are
so sevel'ely root-trimmed that their life is limited to but a
few years. On the tract of new homesteads cut up thro)lgh
the burned district belts of forests may intersect, but unless
the base of a new forest be established and protected, from
stock ranging, their existence will be, but in name, and for
practical purposes of shelter or conservation of moisture en-
tirely useless.
Year after year passes, while at the same time the forest
steadily and surely is being depleted from both lower and
upper sides. Eventmi.lly in some of our Island districts this
denuding will show its serious effects; then both local Federal
authorities will l'ealize that forest reserves will be more diffi-
cult to handle than now, when the bulk of it is under their
direct control.
Unfortunately fOI' our Island forests, little of it is valuable
as a soun'e of revenue, were it othel'wise, and made up of
rich sandal wood. camphor, or lumber wood having a market-
able value, then at the outset planting and preservation could
be carried along from the proceeds of mature crop. As it
stands today, however, forest reservation of reforesting of
destroyed trads, must be borne to a great extentwitb an
eye to its future value as a timber producer, and presently
by its influence in maintaining taxable values of adjoining
lands, in sheltering of crops and ameliorating of climate in
immediate neighborhood, as well as general conservation of
water in the wood-land valleys and ravines.
Respectfully yours,
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way of growing and protecting them, including where they
should grown. These points may profitably be discussed.
This kind of discussion should encourage 'forest growth as
it would give us the experience and practical knowledge of
many minds, although all may not be of the most scientific
or economical kind.
We are now having a rather new encouraging pl'ospect for
a 'better knowledge of forestry, viz: The people of the United
States are awakening as to the value of fGrest, and are main-
taining forestry schools and our Government is also taking
a hand, by encouraging and spreading a knowledge of forestry
by which means scientific forestry men, will be multiplied and
forestry knowledge increased. '
What we may say respecting forests, is intended to. apply
mainly to these Islands. \¥e commence, by stating that it iR
neither wise, nor economical to depend upon nature to plant
or replant our forests, for the one reason, that she bas not
planted the more valuable, nor the more rapidly growing trees
in Hawaii, and if permitted to plant again, she will do it with
om' slow growing Hawaiian varieties which are almost value-
less when grown, save to bear tbe honored name of "Forest."
A natm'al forest of Hawaiian trees, requires five times as long
to grow to the same size as mote tbrifty varieties. If the later
is of a valuable variet;y, it will be worth many times as much
as a natural Hawaiian forest growing the same length of
time. In other WOl'ds, a fOl'est set by man with thrifty trees,
will grow as much in ten years as a natural Hawaiian forest
will grow in fifty yeats and will be worth more money. These
facts should command attention., I will show anyone that
will visit me in Hamakua, Hawaii, that these are facts. I
give for proof the following: About fifty year's ago, we are
told, during a prolonged drought, a fire swept over several
thousand acres of what was then the Hamakua forest. MUcIl
of this burnt overland, is now a young Ohia forest, the trees
are now after fifty years' growth hardly large enough to make
one telegraph pole each. About eight years ago Kukaiau
Plantation Co. set a number of Australian gum trees. They
are now by actual measurement over seventy feet high, and
each would make two good telegraph poles. These trees will
average 12 inches in diameter at the stump. Both the Ohia
and the Gums aJ'e now to be seen, eight years and fifty years,
and tree for tree the gums are the more valuable.
Another reason why other and more valuable variety of
trees should be sought for Hawaiian forests, is, the native
treE'S (Koas and Ohias), have so many destructive enemies
tlwy are rapidly dying out, and we have no assurance they
will not continue dying more and more as the years go by.
The Koas of Hamakua having been dispoiled by w<?rms so
many years, are now dying by hundreds of acres. The Ohias
that had a thrifty appearance a few years ago are now dying
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Our next and most important question to eonsider, is the
}Iroteetioll of forests from the depredation of stock, of fire, of
worms, of man. etc. No doubt man is the greatest destroyer
of forests, but he does not do it for fun, or deviltry, but for
some good }Iurpose, usually from necessity to maintain his
existence, he must remove the forest to get at the soil. Man's
living comes fl'om the soil, but it cannot be obtained if the
soil is covered with a ·forest.
It is by labor the forests of the Atlantic slope of the Ameri-
ean continent have been removed and the land tilled, so that
ypillions of the human race,-men. women and children are
fed and dothed, and scores of millions of useful animals are
there yearly pl;odueed for the good of man, and numerous
thrifty cities, towns. villages, manufacturing plants, farm
in parts of the old forests where stock has ranged and where
no stock has ranged for many years, if ever.
From the above it may be seen the new and more valuable
forest may be grown so quickly and chiefly, that no regrets
should long worry us, when our old forests disappears. As
all land owners may know, that by a comparative small out-
lay, they can have firewood, fence posts, bridge and other
timbers, and a valuable forest, in a short time without wait-
ing one hundred 01' more years for nature to plant and grow
it for them.
The next questivn to be considered is, where shall new
forests be set, and what part of our natural forests should be
preserved.
President Roosevelt in his first message to Congress says:
"The preservation of our forests is an imperative business
necessity. vVe have come to see cle3,rly that whatever de-
stroys the forest, except to make way for agriculture, threat-
ens our well being." I will quote no other authors, as this'
truth is self-evident, "that whatever destroys the forests, ex-
cept to make way for agriculture threatens our well being."
That is, if our forests are not on agricultural lands let them
be preserved. If they are upon agricultural lands they must
give way to agriculture, when required for that purpose.
Man by his labor gets his living from the soil. We read
man was sent "forth from the Garden of Eden. to till the
ground from whence he was taken." 'l'his shows us if we
want to set or protect a forest by law, we must be sure it is
not wanted for agriculture. as the curtailing of the agricul-
ture of these Islands will curtail their wealth and prosperity.
Theil' wealth comes from their soils. Of course we are only
discussing about legal reservations set apart by territorie~,
states or the general Government, not to effect private land
owners.
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WORMS.
\1'orms al'e one of the most destruetive enemies the Hamu-
kua forest has. I am undecided as to whether the fire or tlw
worms destl'oyed the most of Halnakua forest the past ten
year!']. If the past year's fire should be left out of the 1'eckon-
ing there would be no ('ompal'ison, as but a few acres wert~
destroyed by the fire. while the worms have destroyed hun.
dI'eds of acres.
The Koas are the trees that aI'e killed. 'l'heRe worms ('an·
not be controlled by man. and the only way now to be seen.
to counteraet thf'ir destI'ndivf' teI1(Jr~n('ies is to g"l'OW forest
trees that have no such enemies.
S'1'OCK.
building, common roads and railroads have been built where
the forests once stood, before the forests' removal, only a few
savages and wild animals could maintain themselves, whe1'e
now such great wealth exists and large number of civilized
people reside, which could not have been done only by remov-
ing the forests and tilling the soil.
So I think man should not be charged to be a wiIfull destroJ"
er of forests under such circumstances, but rather should be
credited for his industry, skill and perseve1'ence under diflicul-
ties. Man should also be credited as a f1'iend to forests when
taking a district like California with nine-tenths of its habit-
able area without forests and covering it with forest trees,
fruit trees, vineyards, grain fields, cities, towns, etc. 'I.'h('
only thing worth noting of man's being a destroyer of forests
c9mes from his carelessness in the use of fire. The fact is
most of the destruetive forest fii'cs of the world comes through
man's careless Ui;le of fire, through his smoking, his camp.
fires, his railroad engines, etc. This was the case last year
when so large a part of Hamakua forest was destroyed.
It only required brush to be bUl'nt on the homesteads, rob-
bing beps of their honey (which required smoke) and throw-
ing down their cigarette without extinguishing the fire. Many
cane-fields are burnt by this same kind of carelessness.
Matches, smokers, and carelessness are too prevalent to pre-
vent destruction by fit'e in these days. ",Ve should all act and
preach caution.
All kinds of stock arc' lwlif>ved to hp injurions to forests at
certain stages of its growth. ThiR mllst he (,OIll'eded. and that
period is while tlw forpst is young.. hut at its mOI'e advan(~ed
growth, it is helieYed, if sto('k WPI'(> permitted its frpe I'ange,
it would do the forest more good than injury hy par·tially at
II':lst, proteeting it fI'om fire. TIl(' firf's that devasiwl RO lar'g(~
a IIHl't of Hamakua's forest la:;t year bas proypd an eye opener
J~o. M. Hon:·mn.
ENEMIES OF LAN'rANA.
'rhe following rCpOl't dealing with the importation of inseets
and other cnpmh's of lantana ('aunot be eonsidered more tha Ii
n preliminary sketch of the subjed. beeause the wOl'k itself
is still far from being finished. and it must of necessity be a
considerable time before the rPRults of what has already been
done can be astPl'tained. Naturally for milch of the informa·
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to all who are willing to look b;y looking they will see what
was an old tangled forest two years ago, that stock never
mnged. It is now burnt and dead. By looking further may
be seen large strips of forest, old and young, where l:ltock has
ranged for generations and where fire was burning on their
lower borders at the time of the big fire in Hamakua last
year, but the brush, gel'ms, weeds, grass, etc., had been eaten
and tr'amped out of existence by the stock, so the fire made
slow progress and was readily stopped, as there was but little
to burn on top of the gl'ound and the burning of the soil by
digging ditches. Had it not been for the stock keeping the
combustible material out of the way, these forests must have
been destroyed, as was the forest above refel'l'ed to where no
stock ever '~\'ere permitted to range. Fortunately by the
assistance of the stoek they were saved. .
'rhe exeluding of stod;: from a. reserved forest would menace
its existence by exposing it to a destruet:ive fire Sooner or
later. as the aecumulations of eombustible material in such
a fOl'(~st during a few deeades of its growth would be a tinder
box liable to be ignited by some careless hunter, smoker, or
some other way dming some dry windy time.
Sueh a forest fired undel' sueh favorable conditions for
burning could not be saved, as human life would be in danger
in front of sul'!l a fire, but a forest proteet:ed by stock even
should a fire start it eould readily be stopped without en·
dangering life.
In eoneIusion. I suggest, that should our Government desil'e
to experiment in forest growing in these Islands, instead of
waiting generations for nature to plant and grow it for them,
let the Go\"ernnJent when it leases lands hereafter, require a
certain number of at'l'es of forest set, fenced and cared for
eaeIl yeaI'. Trees set to be of some valuable, quick growing,
long lived varieties.
Rlwuld this be done, a few years only could pass, ere we
would have some promising forests that would do credit to
the country and withal profitable and with but a small outlay
of money. At the' end of about three years. stock should be
permitt~d to range Ruch forest for it~ protection from firp.
by so doing the land eould be used as a pastme while growing
a valuable forest.
•
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tion contained herein, I have drawn upon the lettel's written
to me by Prof. Koebele, with whom I have been in constant
correspondence since the beginning of his work in Mexico,
and to whom I have from time to time put many questions
not only on matters of importance concerning the treatment
of the material forwarded by him and its condition on arrival
here, but also on matters of general interest, such as the effect
of the insects on the lantana in Mexico, the abundance of the
plant, the nature of the country where it grows best, and so
on.
As is well known, two species of lantana were introduced
into these Islands in 1858, one of which, the present pest,
owing to the fact that its berries were greedily devoured by
the imported mynah and the doves, quickly spread over a
large extent of country, and still is spreading. The other,
perhaps, because its bel'l'ies are less palatable, remained prac-
tically as a cultivated plant.
I had hoped that in Mexico there might be some bir'd which
would· feed on the unripe berries and in this way get ahead
of the dove and mynah, but there appears to be none.
It is quite clear that while the dove and mynah remain
abundant and the lantana seeds freely as it now does, no
destruction of the plant unless universal can ever check it.
Even though many acres are deared conHlant vigilance will
be needed to destroy the J'oung plants which spring from the
seed carried from a adjoining lands and dropped by thesf~
birds. Both these bil'ds take extremely long flights in ranging
for food, passing from the coast to the uplands or vice versa
in the course of the day. If however one can to a very large
extent destroy the flowers or the berries before they ripen,
one can very greatly check the rate at which the plant is
spread, and then proceed to destl·oy the grown bushes, with
some confidence that they will not be easily replaced by fresh
seedlings.
As in these Islands, so in Mexico, the lantana camara, our
common species, grows in vel';)' different localities. Thus ill
Orizaba it is comparatively wet, min nearl;y every day in the
wet season, and the lantana is mther soft and spongy ancl
liable to the attack of fungoid diseases. There it grows along
the path by rocl,;y hill-sides and along well drained roads but
is not numerous, often half a mile without a single plant. On
a very steep rock hill it was found most numerously, a plant
every fifty yards or so.
In the dl'y district of l\forelos. it is found in the same scat-
tered manner, a plant to about 500 yards, growing with other
trees which are familial' here, the algaroba. and tIle glue-
busll (Aeacia farnesiana). In a six mile walk along a river
not a plant was found. but three other kinds of lantana were
noticed rarely. In quite open grass land only three or foul'
plants were found. and it was noticed that it was here eaten
,.' 1
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by the goats. In the best locality a plant was found every
hundred yards in a half mile square, growing three 01.' four
feet high and generally the top nipped. off by cattle.
In some ways unfortunately, the rain this year in Mexico
was unusually late so that at the beginning of Mr. Koebele's
work, from June onwards, the outlook was not very promis-
ing. On the 13th day of August, after rain had set in, he
writes of Morelos, "the place has now become very interes-
ting," (after 2 months' absence) "and I take more hopes." At
the same time the information gathered as to the best locali-
ties for the lantana and the knowledge of the habits of some
of the insects before the best season commenced was certainly
well worth finding out in advance. In September seeing that
Koebele had now acquired an extensive knowledge of the
localities for lantana and had seen a good deal of the insects
attacking it, I wrote to obtain his opinion as to whether it
was certainly these that checked the plant, so far as he could
ascertain. His answers of October 8th was, "Most positively
the various insects keep the lantana in check in Mexico; no
young plants are met with, it must be exceedingly rarely that
these come up."
In a letter written October 14th, Mr. Koebele gives me a
list of what he considered the most important insect enemies
of lantana. This list consists of 23 different species, to which
may be added two fungoid growths which attack the plant.
'fhese however by no means constitute the whole number of
enemies, those which attack the foliage in general being en·
tirely left out, since Mr. Koebele considers them of little im-
portance. On this one point we are inclined to differ as it
seems to me that some of these are likely to thrive especially
well here, and few plants can stand repeated defoliation at
certain seasons of the year. Nor does the list include those
insects which we think will prove dangerous to the vegeta-
tion, nor even those of which we are suspicious and which
require experimenting with before they cau be released. Some
of these in reality may eventually prove to be of great ser-
vice.
Classifying the species included in the list according to
their habits:
5 live to large extent on the seed, though sometimes eating
buds, young shoot::;, etc.
10 chiefly feed on flowel'S and buds.
2 from galls on the flowers.
1 chiefly on growing shoots and flower buds.
2 are borers in the twigs.
1 is a large borer in the roots.
1 is a large borer in the lower parts of stem.
1 destroys 01' deforms the young leaves.
Some of these species I have yet to see and of a large pro-
portion, I have so far only received very few individuals, fal'
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~oo, few to lead me to expect that I have been successful in
establishing them. This fact leads me to speak at some length
of the difficulties, inseparable from making introductions of
this kind in a new and distant country, the more so as I find
few people appreciate how great these really are. They are
mainly due to three causes: (1) 1'0 the length of the journey
from Mexico to these Islands and the climatic changes pas'sed
through on the way. (2) To the parasite enemies and diseases
of the insects themselves. (3) 'l'hat it is not easy to get re-
quired insects to breed when imported unless very large num·
bel'S are received.
On the first head it must be remembered (A) that the insects
in Mexico are collected at an, elevation of 4000 ft. and up-
wards and between the collecting ground and Califol'llia have
to pass through a vel'y much hotter belt before they arrive at
l::;an Francisco and are put on ice for shipment here. In pass-
ing through this heat an enormous proportion of, such species
as have to be sent in their earlier stages, hatch out and die,
<;1t least in the hotter months. (B) It is extremely difficult to
keep the food requil'ed on the journe.r in good condition, the
tlowel's of the lantana being very delicate, and when shut up
in quantities together all the pat'ts of the plant readily go
mouldly and the insects are destroyed. \Ve have pl'actically
overcome this difficulty by the use of chemicals and special
modes of packing. .
(2) 1'he lantana-eating insects me by themselves all sub-
ject to the attacks of parasites, and the attack is always fatal.
In many of the species that would be most sel'viceable 'here
the number that escape these parasites is extremely small.
As an instance of this I may refer to a consignment of berries
l'ecently received. These bel'ries were very badly attacked
by two insects living internally in the seeds and entil'ely
destro,ying these-one, the catel'pillar of a small moth, the
other the lal'va of a small tly. On the second day there
emerged from the berl'ies two individuals of the fly, not one
of the moth but 45 pal'asites (of several different species) each
one of the 45 being bred at the expense of one of the lantana-
feeders. It is hardly necessary to say that the utmost care has
to be taken that not one of these paral::lites is allowed to es-
eape, since the efficiency of the work on the lantana by the
\'arions insects attacking it is enormously increased by the
absence of parasites. It might be argued that as in Mexico
the destroyers are efficient in spite of these parasites they
would also be so here, but the cases are widely different. Here
the lantana has had a. start of over 40 years practically with-
ont enemies with mnch to favor its growth in soil and climat<"
and latterly birds in great numbers to scatter the seed. In
Mexi('o no doubt thcl'(~ is between the plant and its destro,)'el's
and hetween these and thpi,' pal'llsites n state of equilibrium
which might have been the case here bad these been brought
;iiL g .1'
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with the plant. Now, however, a great multiplication of the
lantana destroyers is necessary, and it is on the excessive in-
crease which should take place in the lantana insects intro-
duced without parasites which I should base the hope of suc-
cess. 'What this increase can be, climate and other things
being favorable, may be judged from that of the so-called
lantana blight of MalJ.i which is practically without enemies.
It is very unlikely that more than a few individuals of this
were accidentally imported on some fruit tree or orn.amental
tree or bush, and .yet now countless myriads are found in a
very limited area.
Besides the parasites l:;ome of the most efficient destroyers
are subject to fungoid diseases. This is especially the case
with a large borer-grub living in the stem, and a caterpillar
which not only bores into the stems and roots, but comes out
at night and eats complete grooves round the former. In one
consignment of stems and roots I estimated that over a hun-
dred of these two destroyers were sent but only two or three
were alive on arrival. The others were simply converted into
a mass of the parasitic fungus, and those still alive died with-
in a day or two of the same disease. If one or two in the con-
signment are diseased some of the myriads of spores produced
are sure to reach the others and infed them.
Two of the species, at least, that are subject to this disease
are of great importance and their introduction should be at-
tempted again and again till successful. How few of the
larvae escape disease may be judged from the fact that neither
Koebele in Mexico nor myself here have been able so far to
breed the perfect insect. That these species survive at all is
probably due to their being extremely prolific, and for this
reason, if exempt from disease here, they should be very
eflicacious.
(3) Many of the most important destroyers of the lantana
have so far been received only in very small numbers (lar'gely
owing to the extent to which they are parasitized) and at thl~
same tinie they will not lay their eggs nor even pair in con-
finement. Owing to the presence in the Islands of the scalc-
bug known as the lantana blight, I find that there is a general
impression that the Mexican insects are of the same sluggish
charl.ldcr requiring to be spread by hand to be effective. On
the contrary some of these are extrordinary active, and an
individual liberated here in the morning, might easily be at
the other end of the island by mid-day. If well establisherl
this certainly will !!l'eatly facilitate the spread of such species,
but when one has only two or three individuals to turn out
which starts off in different directions one cannot overlook
the possibility that they may never meet again, to effect a
pairing. Had the nature of the habits of many of these im·
pOl'tant insects been known beforehand, I believe that by
making preparations for their reception on a large scale they
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could have been induced to breed in captivity, but they cer~
tainly will not do so, when enclosed over a single growing
bush in the open.
As to the final success of the work of importing lantana
enemies personally I should not at present care to express a
decided opinion. 'fhe experiment is, so far as 1 know, abso-
lutel~y unique, nothing of a similar kind having been attempted
in other countries. 1 can only say that Mr. Koebele believes
that he will succeed, pl'ovided that he is allowed his own time.
I have all along estimated the time necessary for the work
to be longer than he has, though latterly I find he inclines to
my view. The best season in Mexieo is comparatively short,
and 1 think it unlikel~' that we shall get all the destroyel'~
already known to us imported before this ends. Moreover
there is a lantana countr~' south as ~'et uninvited, where there
may be a large number of other destroyers. 1 have made no
attempt to estimate the amount spent in recent years on clear-
ing land of lantana, but 1 imagine it to be so large as to make
the cost of the present experiment insignificant even if Mr.
Koebele is given all the time he wants for further researchefi.
Collecting in the hot countr~' in Mexico is (as I myself have
experienced) extremely laborious, and I have at times feared
that he might find it necessary to give up, or be unable tn
return there, if this is desirable. This would be a matter for
much regret as his knowledge is now invaluable and it would
no doubt take another man more than a season's work to
arrive at this.
As to the species that have already been turned loose in
greater 01' less numbers, none of these so far as possibly can
be foreseen, are likely to do damage to plants other than lan-
tana. One or two which might have been established have
been discarded at least temporarily, from perhaps an excess
of caution. Many excellent enemies of lantana in Mexico are
of course out of the question, since they would certainly
damage other plants.
Incidentally in bringing the things over here to eliminate
parasites, many interesting facts were observed. Thus the
parasites of some seed-eating species would do excellent ser-
vice in the forests here, where the seeds are much damaged
by introduced insects. Similarly various other parasites were
bred which might greatly reduce the Kou worm and that of
the cocoanut, as well as the one now so injuriolls to citrlls
and other trees and the caterpillars of the Koa trees. Some
time ago, Mr. Koebele wrote to me to do as I liked about in-
trodl!eing these p3.rtlsites, but in no case have I done so, as
there is no doubt that some of the best lantana destroyers
w01l1d tll(>reb~' lose sonlt' flO per cent of their effeetiveness
and I think that these should be given every chance for some
time to conw. I may say that MI'. KO(~bele in his latest letter
has fll lly approved of the ('ollrs(' takpn by me in this mattel'.
. PROl~. R. C. L. PERKINS.
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MR. GEO. EwAR'r,
Honolulu.
DEAR SIR:-You are named once more as a member of the
committee on handling and transportation of cane. \Vill you
undertake to write something on this subject, and if so, will
you kindly address it to the Secretary of the Association, \Y.
O. Smith, as I am called away to San Francisco on business
matters and may not be back in time for the annual meeting.
Respectfully yours,
2019 NUUA:'<U AVE., HONOLULU, OAHU, Nov. 11TH, 1902.
VV. O. SlII'rH, ESQ.,
Secretary Hawaiian Sugar Planters' Associatiou,
Honolulu. .
DEAR Suc-Mr. Low, chairman of the committee, on "Han-
dling and Transportation of Cane," having been called awa,)'
to the Coast on business asked me to take his place, which 1
have done to the extent of the enclosed letters. I am now
called awa.r to Hawaii and am afraid I shall not get back in
time to do any more than this. I ma.Y state that our work at
Kilauea. was Yel'y much the same at last yem', only we paid 1R
ds. per ton for plant eane and 20 cts. for nlttoons. Our gl'eat
trouble was the men lying off so much about the first of tlw
month and pay week.
Yours truly,
Mr. J. T. Moil', of Onomea Plantation sends no report. bu t
a fp,v notes: - ,
On this plantation and on all others of this district (Pxcept
'Waiakea), the eane is carried to the mills b;Y the "FluJlJing
SYstem."
•The cane is cut and tied up in bundles of from no to so
lbs. each and packed b;v the cuttel's. generally, a distance of
from 100 to 150 feet and piled at the flume, and any odd
corners 01' awkward plael's outside that distance an' hauled
to the flume by means of carts, sledges and paek animals as
the ease may be, but p1'ineipally hy sledges as they arp pasier
handled in loading and unloading. \Ye haye to do consider·
able piling at flume. for nig-Ilt work.
There are on this plantation ahout 25 miles of Rtationary
flume. with about l~ mill'S of portable f1unH'. which is moved
around as the case may require.
vVe use 1"x14" lumher made up into 12' foot long flume
hoxps for portable flunlf's. so that in moving a flume aerOSfl
a field, one man can pack one box readily. ,\Vp are well sup·
plied with water for f1uming purposes, being- ver;\'" rarel~'
short.
C. C. KENNEDY.
O. McLENNAN.
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GIW. R. EWART, ESQ.
DEAR Sm:-Your letter to hand and noted. In regart't to
our machines for loading and unloading canes, I 'am so sorry
you did not write to me a week earlier, as I made out my
report to James Scott of Kihei who is chairman on machinery,
as he asked me to furnish him with wbat I could on mao
chinery, I did so, still I think now it would have come under
your head better. Our machines are a grand success saving
about ~O men a dav. I remain,
. Yours faithfull,v,
HILO, HAWAII, OCT. 24, 1902.
The following is a list of the committees which were ap-
pointed for the- year ending November, 1903:
MR. G. R. EWAR'.r,
Honolulu.
DEAR Sm:-I have yours of 20th. I don't know that I have
anything instructive to say on the handling and transporting
of sugar cane. 'Ye flume practically all our cane here, but
we have not data of accuracy enough to make a reliable reo
port. 'Ve have used the "Horner" gravity wire rope somewhat
and found it to work very well under favorable conditions.
We feel that we are justified in going to quite a heavy expense
to secure water for transportation purposes.
Y-ours truly,
PAPAALOA, OCT. 31ST, 1902.
The greatest distance we have to flume cane to the mill is
about 7 miles, the mill being situated a little to one side of
the plantation.
The cost of cutting, bundling, packing, loading and tram;·
porting cane to mill is approximately .SOc. per ton of cane.
Cutting:-Means cutting the cane and bundling it.
Loading :-Means. labor in loading sledges, carts, pack
animals, the use of animals and the piling of the cane at thp.
flume.
Transporting Cane to Mill :-Means, labor in moving,
placing, and building portable flumes, dropping the cane into
the flume, guarding and superintending the flume while the
cane is in transit to the mill, and use of animals in connection
with same.
'Ve had no contracts for cutting or loading cane, the work
being all done by our regular day labor.
Very respectfully yours,
JOHN T. Mom,
Manager Onomea Sugar Co.
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IRRIGA'fION.
'1'he manv old ditd\('s i'A uwais" leading' from the different
water cOI1l'~es on the Islands, and covering the various kule-
alias and taro patches show that irrigation was extensively
practiced in olden times when the Islands had five times the
present number of ill1..wbitants.
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Nowhere else in the world has il'l'igation been prosecuted
with greater vigor or success than on the plantation· proper-
ties of the Island of Hawaii in the past ten years. 'Vhat was
formerly arid and unproductive soil covered by wild brush
and pasturing a few cattle, has, by the applieation of water
at a large expenditure of money and enterprise, been con·
Yerted into pl'oductiYe cane land more fertile than the finest
orchards of the Mainland.
Each individual canp planter has been so absorbed, how-
ever, in creating properties by finding water for il'l'igation
and by other pressing dutil'S. that little time was devoted
to studying the ecollomic distribution of water and, with the
object of developing SOlllp ideas on this line, the planters have
invited the author of this papPI' to volunteer some suggestions
on this subject. .
Dec., 1902.]
Labor:-J. P. Cooke, Chairman; H. A. Isenberg, '1'. C.
Davies, 'V. 1\1. Giffard, E. F. Bishop, E. D. Tenney.
Cultivation :-James Gibb, Chairman; Aug. Ahrens, C. 1\'1.
'Valton, C. B. Wells.
Fertilization:-C. F. Eckart, Chairman; J. A. Scott, A.
Lidgate, H. A. Baldwin, 'Villiam Pullar.
Handling and '1'ransportation of Cane:-Jas. Low, Chair-
man; C. McLennan, J. T. Moil', Geo. Ewart, E. E. aIding.
Manufacture:-vV. 'V. Goodale, Chairman; F. B. McStocker,
E. K. Bull, Jas. Renton, C. C. Kennedy.
Machinery:-Jas. Scott, Chairman; Geo. F. Renton, Jno.
Watt, Hy. Deacon, D. Forbes.
Diseases of Cane:-Prof. Koebele, Chairman; 'V. G. 'Valker,
F. 'Veber, Andrew Adams, L. Barckhausen.
Forestry:-D. Forbes, Chairman; Geo. C. Hewitt, J. M.
HOI'ner, Geo. N. "Wilcox, H. P. Baldwin.
Experiment Station:-F. A. Schaefer, Chairman; F. 1\'1.
Swanzy, E. E. Paxton, "". M. Giffard.
lIIODImN IHRIGA'l'IO:-<.
The water .leads were nearly all ditches excavated in the
surface earth and repaired by the joint users, each of whom
had to devote so many days towards maintenance. The water
was also distributed between its users by set rules and at
stated times, each district with its branch supply ditch get-
ting so many hours flow of the stream.
As the streams were so numerous and the wants of the
natives so easily satisfied, we can find the remains of no am-
bitious works of construction in the old irl'igation system.
We read, however. that Kamehameha I in 1780 during Olll~
of the rare epochs of peace which then prevailed, lead water
by means of a tunnel at Niulii in the Kohala district of Ha-
~aii. This great warrior, like the fo·under of his country in
the Mainland, Georg-e Washington, was in eivil life, therefore,
an engineer of no mean ability.
..
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The present water supply of the Islands is derived from
two sources: (1) By gravity from the natural flowing streams.
the impounding of flood watel'S of same. and the interception
of ground water by tunnelling; and (2) ground and artesian
water from wells which is lifted from near sea level by means
of pumping engines actuated by steam with either coal or oil
for fuel or by electricity to the different levels irrigated.
The pioneers in long distanee ditch building were: Claus
Spreekels, H. P. Baldwin and Sam. T. AJexander. 'fhe former
financed the H. C. & S. Co.'s ditch in 1879 which intercepted
the'streams on the northern slope of Haleakala on Maui from
Honomauu westward and conveys them by means of ditches
about thirty miles long with a capacity of fifty millions gal·
Ions daily. delivering the water to the plantation at an eleva-
tion of 250 feet above the sea. Mr. H. F. A. Schussler of San
Francisco was the engineer of this project and the work wa~
chiefly remarkable for the great lengths of forty inch syphon
pipe used in crossing the ravines. and for the steep gradient
employed in conveying the water. 0
In the last two years this ditch was intercepted at Kailua
by a new ditch run on a gl'ade of four feet per mile, twenty-
two miles long, which delivers water at 450 foot e~('vati•• 1,
thus obviating the expense of pumping- to ihe higllf'r level.
Both ditches are used in flood periods to their full C'apaeity.
and it is contemplated to increase their utility by h1lildin:r,
in the future, more feedel' reservoirs to impound flood waters
at suitable sites and deliver same into ditchps at low wat!'r
periods.
Messrs. Baldwin & Alexander'; built the Hamakua ditch,
twenty miles long, parallel with and above, the Spreckels'
ditch terminating at an altitude of nine hundr'ed feet.
No accurate measurements have been made showing the
loss from seepage in these ditches, which is to be regretted,
but rough measurement made last year showed a forty per
cent loss in the Hamakua ditch. Since then numerous ditches
have been built on Maui, Oahu and Kauai for irrigation, the
most notable of which is the Hanapepe ditch and syphon
pipe built in Kauai to take out the Hanapepe river on the
Makaweli Plantation, under the direction of the late Mr.
Perry, C. E.
This work embraced 7040 feet of forty inch rivetted steel
pipe, 1013 feet (If tunnels. 14,618 feet of flume, five feet wid~
by forty inches deep, and ten miles of ditching on a general
grade of seven feet per mile. This ditch has a capacity of
thirty-five millions of gallons in 24 hoUl's and was completed
in 1890 at a cost of $250,000. The headworks of the Makaweli
ditch in the canon of that name, now under construction un-
der my supervision, on the same property involves 29 tunnels
of a continuous length of five miles. seven feet wide and
sevpn feet high excavated in the solid rock and built on a
grade of eight fpet per mile. which will give a daily capacity
of over sixty millions of gallons when running four feet deep;
There is no flume or perishable material in tIlis work and
the character of it~ con~trnction will keep the cost of main-
tenance down to a low point. It will deliver water on the
plantation at an elevation of thirteen hundred feet, whence
a fall of 225 feet will be madt> and used for power purposes.
after which it will be distributed througll the cane fields up
to an altitude of 1075 feet.
This stream is extraordinarilv steadv in it~ flow. as its
water~hed is very precipitous. ~ell wo~(Ie(l and inacces~iblp
to animal~ and geoll'ranhkally so ~ituated with regard to thl"
Island of Kauai ns to tnp the lwaviest rainfn11. like the Wai-
hee stream on Maul.
Manv ~treams have been diverted and reservoirs made dur-
ing the la~t five :vears on the 'Wailuku and Pioneer Planta-
tions on Maui, tht> Oahu and vVaiallla Plantntions on Oallu.
and the Koloa. Makt>t> nnd MeBryde Plantations on Kauai.
Practicallv no strt>am diversion for irrigation has been mad£'
on the la~'gest Island. Hawaii. excent tIle development of
water for cane fluming nurpost>s on Olaa, Paliala and Huh'I,-
inson Plantations. In fact no flowing surface streams exist
on Hawaii for along 200 miles of coast from Kollala southerly
around to Hilo. The country is of 1'10 nor011S a. naturf' and so
modern in formation, geologically sneaking. that it passes the
rainfall through like cinders and allows no surface accumula-
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RAINFALL.
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tion of water. Having active volcanoes now smoldering, it
does not require a prophet to announce that Hawaii is the
most modern of the Island group. Many of the recent lava
flows ar,e quite distinct and comprise two varieties of lava,
the "Pahoehoe" which is heavy and compact, having some-
times a smooth undulating surface, and the "Aa" which is
much lighter in specific gravity than the former, floating OIL
its surface during flows and broken up into all kinds of dis-
integrated masses on cooling.
The rainfall of the "Islands" is very peculiar in dish'ibu-
'tion. The windward-north-easterly-sides get a heavy rainfall
varying from 60 to 200,inches a year, while the lee sides get
in some places as light as 10 to 15 inches.
The ,rugged character of the mountain chains, as well as
the forest growth, have important bearing on precipitation.
The fOllY of wasteful forest destruction is now pretty well
understood, and by none better than the Kohala and Hama-
kua districts of Hawaii, where the intense surface fires of last
year gave a co.stly practical lesson to some of the most wilful
offenders in this respect.
It should be in order for your local government to take the
question of forest preservation vigorously in hand, as it is
expecting too much from the \Vashington Federal authorities
to devote much attention to what is purely a local subject.
Nothing but good intentions have been expressed, so far, by
members of this Association on forest preservation and, in
my opinion, they should be followed up with good strenuous
action to obtain any practical results.
Both streams and artesian waters are fed by 'mountain
rainfalls. No water in the underground supplies filters' from
the sea or makes long distance sub-marine transit from the
Mainland sources as some theories suggest.
The artesian supply of Oahu is per'haps the most peculiar
and most generous that we find in any country, yielding from
a small arpa 250 to 300 millions of gallons daily without any
apparent diminution in the source, which is porous stmta
at a depth of from 400 to 800 feet bplow the sea level. The
static level of the water in the wells penetrating this forma-
tion rises to an elevation of 40 feet above the sea level at
Honolulu, and 22 feet at 'Ewa 16 miles westerly.
The intimate connection between the mountain water sup-
plJ' and the wells is proven by the discoloration of the water
in the latter some hours after heavy fr'eshets-due to rainfall
occurring in the mountains.
DU'.ry AND DISTRIBU'.rION Ole WATER.
The depth to which it is safe to lower the static surface
level by pumping has been tested on' each plantation. The
rapid rise in salt by excessive pumping and lowering of the
water level acts as a brake to all prudent managers in this
respect. The Oahu artesian waters carry eight to twenty
grains of salt pel' gallon while sixty grain water grows pro-
ductive cane. It is a great mistake, however, to concentrate
the pumping stations and draw too much water from a small
area, as there is a liability to open seams and draw sea water
into the wells if the surface of the fresh water is lowered too
much. The pioneer in artesian water development was the
late James Campbell who bored the first successful well at
Honouliuli, Ewa, in 1879.
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So much attention has been given to finding water and
equipping new plantations that little time has been devoted
to considering its economic distribution. A general "rule of
thumb" unit of one million gallons of water for each 100
acres of cane cultivated has been accepted as the amount
necessary to grow good cane. This quantity, if applied uni-
formly to the whole surface, would make a depth of 134
inches in one year excluding rainfall apd evaporation which
is possibly 50 inches in most of the irrigated properties. It
means the application, for a crop period of one year and a
half, of 22,800 tons of water pel' acre to produce 50 to 80 tons
of cane, which to the lay mind, would appear to be excessive.
It is safe to say that leaky reservoirs, ditches, and unequal
distribution prevent the application of not more than one-
third the above quantity of the water to the roots of the cane
"where it would do the most good."
The loss of gravity water is bad enough, but the loss of
water pumped to an elevation at a heavy expen'se for fuel and
pumping machinery is so serious a matter that it should be
stopped. To pump 10,000,000 gallons daily against a head
of 300 feet. with the ordinary pumps and fuel in service, will
consume fifteen tons of coal daily which at $8.00 per ton
amounts to $120.00 fol' daily fuel expenses.
Suppose this water travels along three miles of ditch
which is not tight through which one-third of the water is
lost through seepage, a daily loss (excluding interest ann
depreciation on the original pump plant) of $40.00 in money
is made, besides the diminished supply of water for the crop.
In 200 days this figures up to $8,000 and in six years incurs
a loss of at least $50,000. How much better it is, therefore,
to put $10,000 more into a ditch or first class flume as an
original investment than to incur this constant loss. In how
many plantations with pumping plants are proper steps tak~:11
to measure seepage losses and to take measures to stop them?
One plantation manager in 189fl told me he objected to weirH
MEASURElIlEXT OIr WA'l'EH.
This is a matter whieh every irrigated property owner
should carefullv make. 'VeIl constructed weirs with bevelled
edges form th~ most accurate medium if IJl'opedy placed,
Measuring instruments cau be purchased from instrument
makers such as IJeitz or RaIa of San Franeisco which are self
recording and sheets can be taken off weekly which will show
the depth of water at each hour during that period.
The weirs may vary in "\vidth aceording to the size of the
ditch and quantity of water eonveyed.
In the accompanying tabl(~ I have computed thp dischal'gf'
for the flow over a five foot weir carrying up to 10,330,000
gallons in twenty-foul' hours. Similar tables may bp eom-
puted for any particular width of weir, though it is well, if
prflcticabIe, to have them an even number of feet in width.
for measuring water, because unlike fertilizers, "they did
not grow any more cane."
One new ditch 6 miles long which I personally measured
in 1900 carried 3,965,565 gallons at the head and 2,241,000
gallons at the end showed a loss of 1,724,565 gallons in transit,
of 43 5-101. Two mOI'e old ditches measured in Maui this
past summer show losses of 401, one in twelve miles though
good fOI'mation and· the other in foul' miles through sandy
or porous soil. In India where iI'rigation has been practiced
for years and water procured from gravity supplies, the same
losses have been experienced. In the United States careful
measurements have been made in all irrigating canals during
the past two years and similar losses have been discovered
in unlined ditches with one exception, the Gage canal at
Riverside.
This difch is 20 miles long, five to ten feet wide in the bot-
tom, and foul' feet deep and it has been lined throu'gllOut with
fJ: inch thiekness of cement. In that distimee with a capaeity
of 50,000,000 gallons daily there is a seepage loss of only one
per cent. vVhat ean be aeeomplished in California for inex.
pensiv.e gravity water can surely be done here for costly
pumped water. The low pI'ice of sugar and the restricted
labor conditions should be sufficient incentivp to stop all Allf'll
leaks on plantation properties.
I hear on all sides objections to flumes for conveying watel',
because they rot and have to be renewed in six or eight years.
If ditches cannot be made tight, it is greater economy to build
good flumes and renew them when necessary than allow
pumped water to escape in Ieak;\r and porous ditches. A three
foot diameter semi-cire-uIar galvanized iron flume laid on a
grade of ten feet per mile delivers without loss 10.000,0011
gallons daily on the Pioneer Plantation on l\faui on porom;
ground.
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TABI,E 01" DISCHARGES UNDER DIFI.'ERENT HEADS OVER A FIVE
FOOT WEIR, WrliH TWO END CONTRACTIONS COMPUTED FROM
3
FHANCIS'S I.'ORlIIULAE Q=3.33 (L.-.2H) Hi BY 1II. M.
O'SHAUGHNESSY, C. E.
Sometimes head enough cannot be procured' f()r suitable well'
conditions and then it is advisable to use measuring flumes.
Flumes for this pUl'pose should be 12 feet long 01' double
the width of the ditch at least. 'fhe bottom shonld be horizon-
tal and the sides vertical.
'l'he channel of the ditch should be uniform in grade and
section for 100 f(~et above the flumes.
An automatic l'egister float can be employed as for weirs in
keepillg a record of the depth of water flowing at different
hoUl's throngh the flunlP. By gauging the veloeity, the dis-
dwrge for different depths (~an be computed; 01' by pladng
similar flumes at different points, the comparative loss of
water will show at once without any eomputation. There is
a practicable limit to the refinement which ean be used in
saving water on ordinary phllitations, espeeially in the dis-
iTibuting systems through the eane fields. but more flumes of
iron and wood, and bettf'r ditches I have shown to be a neces-
sity.
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Depth of Water Discharge Depth of Watcr Discharge
on Crest on Crest
.-
Feet Inches Cubie feet Gallons Fcet Inches Cubic fcet I Gallonsper Second 24 Hours per Second 24 Hours
-- --- ------- -- ---
.02 M .047 30,375 .52 6M 6,114 3,951,307
.04 7;f .133 85,954 .54 I 67;f 6,464 4,177,50
06 % .244 157,690 .56 6% 6,821 4,408,221
.08 1 .376 242,998 .58. 7 7,184 4,642,81
_10 1M .524 338,646 .60 7M 7,553 4,881,292
.12 17;f 689 I 445,281 .6::l 77;f 8,116 5,245,144
.15 1% .962
I
621,713 .65 7% 8,4g9 5,492,66
.17 2
4
1.159 749,029 .67 8
4
8,887 5,743,418
.19 274 1.1369 884,746
.
69
1
874 9,280 5,997,403
.21 27;f 1.589 1,026,926 .71 87;f 9,678 6,254,620
.23 2% 1.820 1,176,215 .73 8% 10,082 6,515,714,
25 3 2.060 1,331,320 .75 9
4
10,490 6,779,393
.27
1
374 2.311 1,493,534 .77 9M 10,903 7,046,303
.29 37;f 2.570 1,660,919 .79 97;f 11,322 7,317,092
.31 3% 2.838 1,834,120 .81 9% 11,745 7,590,464
.33 4 3.115 2,013.137 .83 10 12,172 7.866,423
.35 4M 3 3\:>9 2,196,678 .85 10M 12,604 8,145,612
.37 47;f 3.692 2,386,036 .87 107;f 13,041 8,428,033
.39 4% 3.992 2,579,918 .!:I9 10% 13,482 8,713,039
.42 5 4.456 2,879,788 .92 11 14,152 9,146,041
.44 5M 4.774 8,1)85,302 .94 11M 14,604 9,438;156
.46 5?~ 5.099 3,295,341 .96 117;f 15,060 9,732,856
A8 5% 5.431 3,509,903 .98 11% 15,520 10,030,1:11
RESERVOIRS.
Considering, however, the extent of construction work
accomplished on so many new plantations during the past
five years and under such rushed and difficult conditions, it
is gratifying that so much of it is so well done and reflects
credit on the managements in charge.
I cannot conclude this subject without referring to the
necessity of building good reservoirs wherever tight and
economic sites exist. The cost of making embankment, the
capacity of pond, its freedom from leakage and the number
;of times it can be filled yearly, are all elements to consider
before. investing in a reservoir to hold freshet or surplus
waters. :No night il'l'igation fed from pumped water should
be practiced. It is always prudent to have connected with
each pump, a distributing reservoir of at least a size to hold
a day's run of the pump. This should be tight, and some very
good examples of successful ones paved with stone and
g~outed with cement, have been built during the last year· at
the Pioneer Plantation, Lahaina.
All earthen dams should be built up in layers one foot
thick, thoroughly tamped, wetted and rolled. The inner slopes
should be flat at least 21; to 1 and paved with stone, and ample
fltone paved wasteways should be made through the original
formation away from the dam to allow freshets to escape.
There is a risk in building any dams over 50 feet high in this
country, as the subsoil and formation are so. porous and un-
certain, that water under· a high pressure is liable to find
some underground rent or lava duct and escape. Careful
examination of the surrounding strata should always be made
before nndertaking any extensive scheme of dam construction.
M. M. O'SHAUGHNESSY, C" E.,
M. Am. Coco C. E's.
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10 HAWAIIAN SUGAR OROPS, 1893-1902. FROM OCTOBER 1,1892, TO SEPTEMBER 3 t;j 
HAWAII- 1893. 1894. 1895. 1896. 1897. 1898. 1899. 1900. 1901. 1902. 
ct> 
Walakea Mill Co. 3,836 6,416 5,028 6,410 8,239 7,763 9,191 9,226 10,800 700 2 ........................ 
Hilo Portuguese Sugar Mill Co .......... 105 661 260 932 967 
}-1 
<:.0 
Hawaii Mill Co ........................ · .. 843 985 0 
Hilo Sugar Co .............................. 6,044 8,468 5.514 7,216 6,744 8,390 6,880 7,841 10,214 9,255 ~ 
Onomea Sugar Co ......................... 6,883 9,400 5,907 10,013 10,432 8,904 8,404 7;131- 8,722 11,880 
'-' 
Pepeekeo Sugar Co ........................ 4,773 5,709 4,097 6,502 7,474 6,914 7,350 6,207 7,173 6,627 
Honomu Sugar Co ... ;; ............... , .. 2,485 3,534 2,895 3,844 5,181 4,932 4,968 5,328 4,401 6,235 ,8 
Hakalau Plantation Co .................. 5,327 5,234 4,115 7,675 9,461 9,218 8,980 11,931 10,932 11,700 'p:j 
L:1upahoehoe Sugar Co .................. 1,410 1,354 2,430 6,032 3,971 5,337 4,119 5,504 7,909 I?;j 
Ookala Sugar Co ......... ; .. ; .. ,;.; ........ 1,562 1,575 835 3,261 2,583 3,555 3,564 3,302 4,968 1,157 
.'"0 
Kukalau Plantation Co .................. 377 600 766 890 1,817 1,170 1,748 1,525 2,000 1,118 ,t'i 
Kukaiau Mill Co .......................... 377 610 800 890 1,818 1,170 1,732 1,530 2,000 1,118 :~ 
Hamakua Mill Co .......... ; ............. 2,550 3,431 3,583 7,330 9,050 4,133 6,081 6,078 7,808 2,105 .'Z 
Paauhau Plantation Co .................. 3,008 4,500 5,343 10,957 10,135 3,509 7,5211 7,629 9,635 1,322 8 
Honokaa Sugar Co ....................... 1,528 2,567 2,905 6,774. 10,018 6,198 9,111 8,117 9,903 3,089 ;I?;j 
R. M. Overend ............................ 290 467 ~ 
Pacific Sugar MilL ....................... 1,894 2,620 2,931 5,885 6,700 3,327 4,650 4,774 4,948. 2,517 "2 
Niulii Mill and Plantation ............... 701 1,000 629 1,468 2,317 1,349 2,226 1,805 1,516. 1,146 ~ Halawa Plantation ...................... 700 1,039 687 1,198 1,406 800 1,049 1,571 1,357 575 
Kohala Sugar Co ........................ 2,203 2,543 2,510 3,778 4,903 1,508 4,119 3,345 3,160 1,096 . 
0 
'Z 
Puehuehu Plantation .................... 974 803 831 1,256 1,007, 8 
Union Mill Co ............................. 844 803 997 1,230 994 1,068 1,668 2,265 2,003 463 p:j 
Ha wi Mill (R. R. Hind) .................. 1,230 1,470 1,604 2,775 1,823 877 1,222 2,277 2,727 1,373 ~ 
Beecroft Plantation ..................... 754 765 863 1,043 1,485 426 609 632 325 ~ 
Kona Sugar Co ........................... 285 1,500 1,391 
Hutchinson Sugar Plantation Co ........ 3,255 4,040 5,709 9,179 7.544 7,104 7,732 8,338 9,928 8,021 
Hawaiian Agricultural Co ............... 3,796 4,440 1,608 6,660 8,553 4,795 11,318 9,001 10,956 11,998 
L. C. Chong-Pahala ..................... 277 165 132 530 359 265 839 
Puakea .. ................................ 145 307 
Olaa Sugar Co ............................ 1,150 16,748 
Puna Sugar Co ... ; ........................ 2,460 
0:. 
57,078 72,199 61.643, 109,299 126,736 91,606 117;239' 115;224 134,618 121,295 ~ ~ 
10 HAWAIIA.N SUGAR CR0PS. 1893 1902. FROM OCTOBER 1, 1892, TO SEPTEMBER 80, 1902.-Conlinued. C!> ~ 
~ 
MAUI- 1893. 1894. 1895. 1896. 1897. 1898. 1899. 1900. 1901. 1902. 
Kipahulu Sugar Co ....................... 1,639 1,912 976 1,787 2,047 2,250 1,931 1,890 1,992 1,427 
Hamoa Plantation ....................... 945 868 1,119 1,378 852 1,411 2,026 2,114 1,450 1,748 
Hana Plantation Co ...................... 2,154 2,596 2,492 2,771 2,350 2,141 3,175 3,406 2,774 2,700 
Haiku Sugar Co .......................... 4,289 3,581 3,688 4,986 5,400 4,648 4,865 5,512 5,488 4,234 
Paia Plantation .......................... 5,512 5,456 4,880 5,606 6,376 5,801 6,268 6,795 7,216 4,146 
../ Hawaiian Commercial & Sugar Co ...... 11,106 11,429 6,788 11,933 12,537 15,072 16,621 17,858 22,345 19,477 8 
Waihee Sugar Co .....................•... 1,369 1,810 l:I:! 
Wailuku Sugar Co ................•....... 2,117 1,762 4,900 5,655 6,461 6,725 7,412 7,976 7,902 5,934 t.:z:j 
Walkapu Sugar Co ....................... 534 786 I-d Olowalu Co ... ........................... 702 937 905 1,163 1,112 1,425 1,502 1,480 1,240 1,055 t"i 
Pioneer Mill Co., Ltd ..................... 2,303 2,558 1,987 3,818 3,912 5,560 10,589 10,316 6,568 9,960 > Kihei Plantation Co ...................... 1,374 5,562 tz: 
Maul Sugar Co ............................ 483 8 
t.:z:j 
32,670 33,686 27,735 39,097 41,047 45,033 54,389 57,347 58,349 56,726 !;d 
OAHU- lI2 
Waimanalo Sugar Co .................... 1,560 1,650 1,600 3,370 2,230 3,004 2,352 2,932 3,045 2,985 ~ Heeia Agricultural Co., Ltd ........•.... 2,191 1,660 1,472 1,915 1,798 2,167 2,191 2,309 1,507 631 
Lale Plantation .......................... 340 125 100 101 78 300 494 179 1,693 430 tz: 
Kahuku Plantation Co ................... 4,026 3,973 2,672 3,369 3,976 4,356 7,008 5,647 7,072 5,623 ~ Waialua-Halstead Bros ................. 947 662 872 1,019 1,886 2,015 
Waialua Agricultural Co; ................ 1,516 17,699 17,001 t"i 
Waianae Co . ............................. 3,114 2,940 2,500 3,884 3,804 4,055 3,506 4,019 4,020 5,000 :<l 
Ewa Plantation Co ....................... 7,686 7,833 8,217 12,124 15,157 18,284 22,334 21,573 33,036 38,775 
Apokaa Sugar Co ......................... 901 
Oahu Sugar Co ........................... 7,935 15,450 21,454 26,724 ~ 
Honolulu Plantation ..................... . ...... 10,008 9,800 ..q 
19,864 18,843 17,433 25,782 28,929 34,181 45,820 53,625 99,534 107,870 ~ 
~ 
~ 
~ 
10 HAWAIIAN SUGAR OROPS, 1893-1902. FROM OOTOBER 1, 1892, TO SEPTEMBER 30,1902 I Continued. : 
KAUAI-
Princeville Plantation Co ............... . 
. Kilauea Sugar Co ........................ . 
. Makee Sugar Co ......................... . 
Hanamaulu Mill and A. S. Wilcox .•.•.. 
Lihue Plantation Co .................... . 
Grove Farm Plantation ................ .. 
Koloa Sugar Co .•......................... 
A. H. Smith & Co ........................ . 
Eleele. Plantation ....................... . 
McBryde Sugar Co ...................... . 
Hawaiian Sugar Co ..................... . 
Gay & Robinson ........................ . 
Waimea Sugar Mill Co .................. . 
Meier & Kruse .•.. " .......... " ......... . 
Kekaha Sugar Co ........................ . 
H. P. Faye & Co ........................ .. 
V. ·Knudsen ............................ . 
Total .•. 
HAWAII •.............................. 
11AUI .................................. . 
OAHU ................................. . 
KAUAI ............................... .. 
Total .•. 
Honolulu, November 1, 1902. 
1893. 1894. 1895. 
497 
3,112 
7,659 
3,752 
3,688. 
2,333 
2,828 
1,284 
12,800 
1,300 
733 
1,309 
1,714 
43,009 
1893. 
57,078 
32,670 
19,864 
43,009 
3,502 
6,537 
3,445 
3,893 
1,762 
2,106 
364 
986 
13,392 
1,052 
822 
2,470 
1,373 
41,704 
1894. 
72,199 
33,689 
18,843 
41,704 
4,050 
7,454 
1,997 
6,872 
1,141 
2,278 
162 
977 
11,172 
1,509 
509 
952 
2,054 
1,102 
587 
42,816 
1895. 
61,643 
27,735 
17,433 
42,816 
1896. 1897. 
5,507 
7,439 
2,386 
8,883 
1,632 
3,852 
675 
1,232 
11,407 
1,508 
1,183 
1,245 
2,602 
1,357 
742 
51,650 
1896. 
109,299 
29,097 
35,782 
51,650 
4,651 
9,175 
2,550 
9,642 
1,513 
3,825 
176 
1,400 
11,167 
1,510 
1,050 
1,505 
3,483 
1,824 
943 
54,414 
1897. 
126,736 
41,047 
28,929 
54,414 
152,621 166,432 149,627 225,828 251,126 
1898. 1899. 1900. 1901. 1902. 
4,563 
8,510 
3,194 
10,914 
1,355 
4,327 
469 
1,489 
13,200 
1,600 
1,026 
1,518 
3,480 
1,961 
988 
58,594 
1898: 
91,606 
45,033 
34,181 
58,594 
5,420 
9,350 
3,962 
13,333 
1,751 
5,268 
1,491 
14,350 
1,821 
1,021 
6,942 
650 
65,359 
1899. 
117,239 
54,389 
45,820 
65,359 
5,254 
8,575 
15,289 
1,962 
5,004 
1,790 
13,480 
2,001 
976 
8,287 
730 
5,364 
9,954 
18,356 
2,183 
5,492 
2,208 
13,419 
1,554 
919 
7,412 
676 
63,348 67,537 
1900. 1901. 
115,224 . 134,618 
57,347 . 58,349 
53;625 99,534 
63,348 67,537 
3,762 
11,232 
13,674 
2,915 
5,001. 
!i,113 
11,480 
2,265 
565 
8,978 
735 
69,720 
1902. 
121,295 
56,726 
107,870 
69,720 
229,414 282,807 289,544 360,038 355,611 
HAWAIIAN SUGAR PLANTERS' ASSOCIATION, 
By its Secretary, 
WILLIAM O. SMITH. 
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STATEMENT OF HAW AllAN SUGAR 
OROP~ 190i-1902. 
From Oct. 1, 1901, to Sept. 30, 1902. 
ISLANDS. Tons. Total 
HAWAII. 
Hawaii Mill Co .. 
Waiakea Mill Co. . .. ... . 
Hila Sugar Co. .. . ....... . 
Onomea Sugar Co. . ..... . 
Pepeekeo Sugar Co. . .... . 
Honomu Sugar Co ...... . 
Hakalau Plantation Co .. 
Laupahoehoe Sugar Co. '" 
Ookala Sugar Co. . ....... . 
Kukaiau Plantation Co .. . 
Kukaiau Mill Co. . ....... . 
Hamakua Mill Co. . ...... . 
Paauhau Plantation Co ... 
Honokaa Sugar Co. . ..... . 
Pacific Sugar Mill ....... . 
Niulii Mill and Plantation 
I~alawa Plantation ..... .. 
Kohala Sugar Co ......... . 
Union Mill Co. .. ......... . 
Hawi Mill CR. R. Hind) .. . 
985 
8,700 
9,255 
11,880 
6,627 
6,235 
11,700 
7,909 
1,157 
1,118 
1,118 
2,105 
1,322 
3,089 
2,517 
1,146 
575 
1,096 
463 
1,373 
Kana Sugar Co. ........... 1,391 
Hutchinson Sugar Planta-
tion Co. . ....... , .. , .. 8,021 
Hawaiian Agricultural Co. 11,998 
Puakea Plantation. ...... 307 
Olaa Sugar Co ............. 16,748 
Puna Sugar Co. .......... 2,460 
Tons. 
-- 121,295 
MAUL 
K:pahulu Sugar Co. 
Hamoa Plantation ...... . 
Hana Plantation Co. . ... . 
Haiku Sugar Co. . ........ . 
Paia Plantation . . ...... . 
Hawaiian Commercial & 
Sugar Co ............. . 
Wailuku Sugar Co ....... . 
1,427 
1,748 
2,700 
4,234 
4,146 
KAUAI. 
Kilauea Sugar Co ......... . 
Makee Sugar Co; ........ . 
Lihue Plantation Co ..... . 
Grove Farm Plantation .. 
Koloa Sugar Co. . ........ . 
McBryde Sugar Co ...... . 
Hawaiian Sugar Co. . .... . 
Gay &. Robinson . . ... ~. " 
Waimea Sugar Mil! Co ... 
Kekaha Sugar C.o. 
Estate V. KnUdsen . 
3,762 
11,232 
13,674 
2,915 
5,001 
9,113 
11,480 
2,265 
565 
8,978 
735 
69,720 
Total. 
AGENTS. 
355,611 
Tons. Total 
Tons. 
W. G. IRWIN & CO., LTD. 
Honolulu Plantation Co. . 9,800 
Paauhau Plantation Co. .. 1,322 
Hutchinson Sugar Planta-
tion Co .............. . 
Hakalau Plantation Co ... . 
Hila Sugar Co. . .......... . 
Kilauea Sugar Co ........ . 
Waimanalo Sugar Co. , .. . 
Olo\valu Co. , ............ . 
8,021 
11,700 
9,255 
3,762 
2,985 
1,055 
47,900 
H. HACKFELD & CO., LTD. 
Lihue Plantation Co ...... 13,674 
Grov" Farm Plantation .. 2,915 
Koloa Sugar Co. .. ....... . 
Kelmba Sugar Co. .. ..•..• 
Pioneer Mill Co. . .....••••. 
Kipahulu Sugar Co. . ...•. 
Kukaiau Plantation Co. .. 
Oahu Sugar Co. .. ....... .. 
Hawaii Mill Co., Ltd ... .. 
6,001 
8,978 
9,960 
1,427 
1,118 
26,724 
985 
70,782 
THEa. H. DAVIES & CO., LTD. 
v\"aialwa Sugar Co. . ..... . 
Pepeekeo Sugar Co. . ..... . Olowalu Co .............. .. 
Pioneer Mill Co., Ltd. . .. . 
19,477 
5,934 
1,055 
9,960 
5,562 
I Laupahoehoe Sugar Co ... 
8,700 
6,627 
7,909 
1,118 
2,105 
1,146 
Kihei Plantation Co., Ltd. 
Maui Sugar Co. .. ......... 
OAHU. 
'Waimanalo Sugar Co. 
Heeia Agricultural Co., Ld. 
Laie Plantation Co ....... . 
Kahulm Plantation Co .. . 
Waialua Agricultural Co .. 
"\Vaianae Co .............. . 
EWa Plantation Co. . .... . 
Oahu Sugar Co. .. ....... . 
Honolulu Plantation Co .. . 
Apokaa Sugar Co. 
483 
2,985 
631 
430 
5,623 
17,001 
5,000 
38,775 
26,724 
9,800 
56,726 
901 
--107,870 
Kulmiau Mill Co .......... .. 
Hamakua Mill Co. . ..... . 
Niulii Mill and Plantation 
Union Mill Co. . .......... . 
McBryde Sugar Co ....... . 
Puakea Plantation ....... . 
463 
9,113 
307 
C. BREWER & CO., LTD. 
Hawaiian Agricultural ... 11,998 
Wallulm Sugar Co. ....... 5,934 
Honomu Sugar Co. .•..... 6,235 
Hamoa Plantution ........ 1,748 
Onomea Sugar Co. . ...... 11,880 
Ookala Sugar Planta'n Co. 1,157 
37,488 
38,952 
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CASTLE & COOKE, LTD. 
Waialua Agricultural Co .. 
Ewa Plantation Co ....... . 
Apokaa Sugar Co. . ...... . 
Kohala Sugar Co. . ....... . 
17,001 
38,775 
901 
1,096 
565 
B. F. DILLINGHAM CO., LTD. 
Puna Sugar Co. ........... 2,460 
Olaa Sugar Co ............ 16,748 
19,208 
MAKEE SUGAR CO. Waimea Sugar Mill Co. .. 
58,338 Makee Sugar Co. . ....... . 11,232 
ALEXANDER & BALDWIN, LTD. 
Hawaiian Sugar Co ....... 11,480 
Paia Plantation . ......... 4,146 
Haiku Sugar Co. ......... 4,234 
Hawaiian Commercial & 
Sugar Co ............... 19,477 
Kihei Plantation Co., Ltd. 5,562 
Kahulm Plantation Co. ... 5,623 
F. A. SCHAEFER & CO. 
Honol{aa Sugar Co. ...... 3,089 
Pacific Sugar Mill . ...... 2,517 
Maui Sugar Co. .......... 483 
50,522 
G,089 
M. S. GRINBAUM & CO., LTD. 
J. M. DOWSETT. 
Waianae Co. 5,000 
C. BOLTE. 
Heeia Agricultural Co., Ld. 631 
HIND, ROLPH & CO. 
Ha wi Mill ( R. R. HIND). 1,373 
H. M. VON HOLT. 
Estate V. Knudsen . 735 
KONA SUGAR CO. 
Kana Sugar Co. . ........ . 1,391 
Total .................. . 355,611 
Hana Plantation Co. ..... 2,700 HAWAIIAN SUGAR PLANTERS, 
HENRY WATERHOUSE & CO. ASSOCIATION, 
Laie Plantation . ......... 430 
Gay & Robinson . ......... 2,265 
By its Secretary, 
Halawa Plantation . 575 WILLIAM O. SMI'l'H. 
3,270 Honolulu, November I, 1902. 
